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noth slues of

the Adriatic. The Austrian
possessions in Venice and Lombardy were
considered to be threatened by the French;
whilst the possessions of Austria in Dalmatia
and Illyria were thought to be threatened
by
Russia. These dangers have very much diminished, if they have not altogether ceased;
and even if they should arise again, England
could do quite as much to avert them by sending a fleet from Malta to guard the passage inon
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Rates of Advertising:
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the Adriatic as she could do by holding possession of a group of islands at the entrance
of that sea. 11 is not, however, by force that
any of the countries around the Adriatic are
now threatened, but by
political movements;
ami there is nothing in the manner in which
those countries are governed by Austria that
would at all induce the English
people orGoveroment to make sacrifices to
uphold the Austrian authority. The only English interest in
the Adriatic is In the rightof
way from Trieste,
Venice and Ancona to Malta and Alexandria.
As the narrowest part of the entrance into the
Adriatic is Irom 30 to 40 miles wide, it is not
in the |>ower of auy otte to close the
passage
against us. We possess two impregnable positions in tile Mediterranean,
namely those ot
Malta and Gibraltar, and the
necessity to defend a greater number of positions in that sea
is a cause of weakness ami not of
strength.
The only two tilings that England requires in
the Mediterranean are freedom to trade with
tile countries on its shores, and freedom to
pass through it to Egypt and the overland
route to India.
Both these objects are perfectly secured by the possesssion ot Malta and
Gibraltar, ami therefore the holding of the
Ionian Islands is only a waste of money and of

All speak in high terms of Mgjor Lee who
wounded at Fredericksburg.
He is now
Gen. Ward, who comaway on furlough.
mands the brigade, also made special mention
of the conduct of Major Lee at the battle.—
After he was sorely wounded he refused to
leave the field and still rode his horse in the
discharge of his duty.
I was at the encampment of the Nineteenth
this moruiug.
CoL Sc wall is absent upon
sick-leave. Lieut. Col. Heath is in command.
The regiment is drilling with great diligence.
The sickness is decreasing and the men are

comfortably quartered.

We have had colder weather for

a

few days,

though hardly cold enough to compel overcoats yet. The clear moonlight nights would
remind you of some winter evenings in Maine
but tbe snow and sleighing are only seen in
dreams of home.
Flags of truce are frequent, and we get the
Richmond dailies as regularly as those from
Washington. The news from this source of
late has been very Interesting. Tbe character
and tone of Gen. Bragg's dispatches became
considerably modified during the course of
the five or six days fighting with Rosecrans.
He
concluded he “could not drive him
from his intrenchments.” having fallen hack
from his own intrenched position some thirty i
miles or more.
From Southern sources we get the latest in1
telligence from Vicksburg, already coinmunirated to you from here by telegraph.
Jeff.
Davis in his recent speech laid great stress :
upon the importance of holding Vicksburg.—
They will strain every nerve to hold this point
their last looting upon the borders of tile Mis-

finally

sissippi.
The

from Rosecrans was cheering to
this army. It is a grievous shame that they
most receive it through such poisonous channels as the New York Herald.
Gen. Burnside is to review the 2d Corps d'
Armee bow commanded by Gen. Howard, tomorrow.
Gen. Howard expects to return in
ten days. HU health is reported much improved. Geu. Sumner is absent in Washington, and Gen. Sedgwick now commands the
SI£Ul.

UITINUU.

An escort with unified drams and reversed
muskets was given yesterday to the body of
a rebel officer who died in one of our
hospir
tals in Alexandria. The widow accompanied
the remains, having gone up on the boat last
week in charge of Vice President Hamlin.
She did not know of his death when here on
her way up; and afterwards, when it was
made known to her, she became deranged in
mind. Yesterday she seemed to be restored
again, and considerably composed. The escort, the propriety of which was doubted by
some, went from Grand Division headquarters to the bank of the river.
I learned by an officer from the 5th Maine
to-day that Col. Scamman had resigned, and
started this morning for his home.
Col.
Scam man’s loss h much regretted by the regiment. Rev. Mr. Adams, the chaplain, is diligently at work as usual. He is expected to
preach to a brigade of this Division next Sab-

bath.

W.

W IKngland

and the Ionian Islands.

The islands off the western coast ol Greece,
commonly known as the Ionian Islands, formerly belonged to the Republic of Venice,and
changed hands more than once before they
came under the protection of
England. It

was from no wish
ernment or the

tectorate

either of the English
English people that the
of these islands was conlerred

Gov.
Proupon

England, and there are few persons who would
not be glad to see that Protectorate abandoned, and the Ionian Islands added to the King-
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Wharf,
dom of Greece. The reasons which induced
the English Government to sccept the ProPortland, Me.
)an»
tectorate of these islands have quite
passed
away, and there are some other reasons which
WOODMAN, TRUE A CO.,
would make the people and Government of
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
England very glad to be freed from the costly
and invidious task.
and Domestic
The object for which the Ionian Islands !
were placed under the
MAMFACTl RERS AM JOBBERS OF CLOTBIAC,
protection of England !
was that they might not fall iuto the hands of
No*. 51 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.
either France or Russia. It was considered a
matter of first-rate importance at that time to
Alfred Woodman,
2*?- By llersey,
.'v'Jodman,
Beth
Charles Bailey.
uphold the Austrian empire in its possessions I
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Capital Stock.*108,100
Amount

undersigned has been appointed Agent for !
the sale or Marine Railway and other Chains,
n the United States and British North A meric a, manifactured by Henry Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
»reat Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
’or Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to i
jattem, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and war-

rHE

anted to fit. These chains are made of an iron pe•uliarlv suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
thows its average breakiug strain to be 86 tons per
nch of sectioual area. Parties wishing good and reiable chains will do well to examiue those in actual
iervioe.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and tin* Bolts to match; also,
of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of
quality and
quantity to suit; also, all kiuds of ships* Chain Cables, at lowest rates.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
supply’ the above articles on as favorable terms as can he obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.

<|>ikes

JanlO ’62dlawly*

Book, Card &

Sab-marine Engineer,
New Bedford, Mass.

Fancy Printing

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
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at

risk.2.899,350

Liabilities.

$162,924 13

Losses
upon which the liability
of the Co. is not determined.
*10.0o0 00
Amount of all other claims against the
Co., (chiefly dividends uncalled for)
1,736 92
J- W. DANIELS, President.

reported

EPHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

JOHN W.
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MUNGER, Agent,

Ho. 166 Fore
Head of Long Wharf.
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Hard and Soil Wood.
The public

are
requested to call, as we are detergive good bargains to those who pay cash.
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine H7i’/.
SAWYER A WHITNEY.
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Htlk Route for Sale.
inquiry at this office, or No. 93 Kachan*.- 81.,

one can hear of a chance to buv a
MILE
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CLOTHS. OVERCOATIHGS,
Fancy Doc*kiiti and Caasimem.
FELL

tf

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

House,

receiving

CO..)

275 Con meroial Street,
Opposite Smith's Wharf.Portland, Mb.

Exchange Street,

A

Photograpk,

or

TRASK A LEWIS,
27 Market Square, h'd Preble St.
Jaiy 14th, 1863.
dtf

At 02 Middle Street,

ALSO,

YOU

-Dealer* in-

House.

GARDINER A BROWN,

and

dtf

JOHN W. PERKINS * COH

and fitted it up anew. 1 am now ready to wait
upon
my former customers and the public generally, at ail
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

Have

14. 19*3.

Ambrotype

HENRY L.

EOT

Olotlass,

mahr them up at abort nolle*.,
Call and See,

(o

(Formerly WILLIAM

EXCHANGE

Opposite the

of

HENRY L. PAINE A CO.,

0. U. MKBKILL.

JOHN ROBINSON.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

full aaaortmeat

N. B—Large Ambrotypea only

augidly

Portland, Dec. 15,1962

of

DO

FIT All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
set
up in the best manner.
All order* in city or country personally attended to

the

stock

not fail to call at No. 37 Market Sqaare, Than
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, aad warrant aatiafaction, at price* Thick
defy competition.

Closets, Crinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers. Wash Hotels, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, of aR kinds constantly on hand.

and

BOSTON,

-WAIT TUB-

Portland.

COAL
quality,

a

IF

PEW-CCSH-

I.D. MERRILL A tO„

Eating

AND

—

AT No. OS EXCHANGE STREET.
Port’and, Sept.

tr Hair Mattresses renovated. Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
•old or exchanged.
julSOddm

No*. 1? ft 19

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

novlleodtf

Aad i, prepared

IOSS, Jr., fc

JOHN BOND.
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large and welluelected
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YORK
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Having leased
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THESE
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FURNITURE,
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Pare and Free Burning.
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Joseph B. Hall.

THE GENUINE

j

*iltn

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH.
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,

■

wear, and invite all hie old euatomera
and the public generally to give them a call whence*
"
«rthev deeire to replenish their
"understandings

ESTABLISHMENT,

W Y L LI AM

SPRING

I
I

W. LOTHBOP,
(Formerly E. Shaw ft Co.)
Ko 88 MIDDLE STREET,
i
«ft« As usual.keep* constantly supplied with freak
Ml end feshionable BOOTS and SHOES, is eraf ml rr variety and style for gentlemen's and lawadies

Portland. Mr.
JeMtf

AND

TAILORING

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.
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CHEAP

00
67

Investment t—at market value.
Loans, amply secured by mortgages of
real estate.
*42.981 10
17.6H6 35
Loans.amply secured by pledge of stocks,
132 shares Appleton Bank, Lowell AD**
15.180 00
"
"
••
10
Prescott
1.100 00
915
Lowell
1.850 00
"
60
Pemberton
6.250 00
Lawrence, '*
20
Bay State,
1.600 00
**
60
B’nk ofCommerce,Boston,”
5.125 00
*’
50
North America,
5.000 00
50
Howard Bank.
6.000 00
50
Safetv Fund Bank,
6.000 00
*•
M
20
Eliot Bank,
2.000 00
80
Lowell k Lawrence R R.
8,000 00
32
3.200 00
Stony Brook
13.465 00
Manufacturing Stocks,
6 United States Bonds, 6 percent.due 1881,
5,225 00
Deposited with U. S. As istant Treasurer
at Boston,
16.00000
Balance in hands of Agents,
642 68

C.asasrrcial Street,
_____

1. D. MERRILL.

COAL

Howard Fire Insurance Company
OF BOSTON, MASS..
November lRt, 1803,
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BOOTS, SHOES A RUBBERS.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Water

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. Jam** <». Blaine.
sepUOdA wl4tf

ACTOBT,

*- and Faahlontble Stock of the above arbe found at thii mtnbliehment, earna traveling ontSt.
J. R. DURAN.

ticle*
ALAR

RLUMBER8,!

SETH E. BEED1
(Office No. 9 State House.)

Wharf,

my customers.

%

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the UiM*
ted States.
Prize Mouey. Pensions, Bounty and Back
Pay c<*
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will race
prompt attention.
Poat Office add rets

B AIIFF

prizing erery de ,-rlption for
Jn
a6m
10. ISO

FROST.
ADDISON FRYE.

SPRIXO-BEDS, MATTRESSES,

Pensions

-or THE-

Railway Chains and Track Irons.
1

PORTLAND, ME.

or

Trunks !
P0RTMABTEAU8,

No. 188 MIDDLE STREET.

8 tf

P

Pension*,

disabled bv sickuess contracted while in the service
of the Uuited States, in the line of duty.

I

MUNGER, Agent,

to

Portland.

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

MARINE

rn,i'deut.

peared

orders

IRA WINN. Agent.

erms

Invalid

paid in ten years—no forfeiture

No. 100 Fore Street, head of Long

Steam and lias F.ttiugs of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
reorders received for Pattern making, and Steam
md other machinery, Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal attention to arranging
md setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable

ir> Anniio

Provioxjice, Dec. 22. 1862
The State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantation. Providence County as.—lu Providence :his
twenty-second dsv of December, A. D. 1862. Then
William Comstock and Walter Paine
personally apbefore me, and the said William Comstock
his capacity as President, and the said Walter Paine
In his capacity as
Secretary, of "Merchants' Insurance Company," severally made oath to the truth
of the above fltatcmcut.
Hkkrt Martin,
Justice of the Peace.

JOHN W.

37

9220.733 82

Amount of marine risks out-

Ac.

rllE
public, that he

UNION STREET,
until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to answer any
for steam, gas and water pipes.

DUBAI’S

DEALERS IE

Bounty Honey, Back Pay,

is prepared to obtain from the
Government, 9100 Bounty Money.
Back I*ay. 9c., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
iu the U. 8. service.

their debtors on time.
"My fltaoct is to call attention to the fact that a
polio aHLifo Insurance is the cheapest and safest
tuo«Je of making a provision for one's family ."—lieuJanun Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, aud assist them iu making applications.
References in Portland may be made to the following parti**: Messrs. II. J. Libbv k Co., Steele k
Haves. Ezra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
Leo. W Wood man, Esq., Messrs. Johu Lynch k Co.,
Hezekiah Packard, Esq

LE MESURIER A CHAMPION,

14.838 74
2.981 51
2,913 57

Amount of premiums thereon,
Amount of lire risks outstand-

by

Fitting!*,

style or
* FRYE,

and

name

A. D. REEVES,

undersigned
rpHE
A United States

WILLARD PHILLIPS. President.
Bmj. F. Stkykms, Secretary.
Policies are issued on the life, or tor a term of years.
or on certain contingencies.
Creditors mar Insure

CORDAGE, AC.,

Steam and Gas

1VALI3E8,
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——

ET-

And Pensions.

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.

Of various descriptions.
ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

00
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promptly

Trunks!

or-

WAE CLAIM AGENCY.

$335,000.

J $ BLEACH IB CANVAS, WITH KID STRIPE,

l*f, 1851.

—-

ALBERT WEBB A CO.

has on hand,
from the best

purchasing
No. 120 Middle Street.

nov21

Premium* may be paid iu cash, or in quarterly pr
semi-annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid half cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

(A substitute for Cotton.)

no\

will bo sold on the mnst reasonable terms.
allo^rhich
%W Call before
elsewhere.

dirides its net earnings to the life
holders, (uot in scrip as some companies
do.)in cash, ©very tire rears.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
iu 1868 to Life Members was

—

For sale

attended to.
adobbinjr
ConetRR’Iy on hand, Lead Pipe* and Sheet
and Beer 1 amps of all kind*.
jul>29dly

-AMD-

Portland. Nor. 1.1962

CAPES, COLLARS. MUFFS. CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, *c.,4c.,

Company

SAIL CLOTH.

mend them
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EVKK

Streets.

Messrs. Flost k Fbte having leased mv Mill and
purchased my stock and trade, I cbeerfttfty recom-

daw

All the Latest Styles of
FUR
GOODS,

Boston.

Warm. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash Bowls, Brass
and Silver Plated Corks.
Y Description of Water Fix tare fbr Dwell.
inir Houses. Hotel*. Public Buildinn.8hipe.fte.,
irrauxed and set up in the best manner, anaaJ] ordera In town or country ihithfhllv executed. AU

kinds of

AM Alii AH

stock.

CAPITAL, ,2.372.045 74, INVESTED.

BLUCHII FLAX M'CK, VITI BU B STRIPES,

2\«K)00 l
6.000 00 !
6,000 00

Agents,

England Life Insurance
COMPANY.

CASH

ROPE

Federal

■

Portland, Nov. 1, IMS.

SORTS OK HAND BILL8.

and MAMDrACTCK».
IMPORTER
and is constantly manufacturing

retail, for cash.

163 Middle Street,

BOLT

|

Ground Rock Salt, Ac.

NO. 120 MIDDLE 8THEET,

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1843.

i

mending
CROCKERY,

WARE.

CLOSETS,

Each asms Street, Portland, Mr.

Ko. 124

Com, Meal, OaL, Rjre, Feed,

Floor,

OF-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

No. lOO Commercial Street,
Commercial Wharf—where we shall keep constantly on band.
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STREET.

be sold cheaper than at any other place la

OR

Water

BLAKE’S,
the

It is lnraluable for soleing or patching Boots and
8boea. and for cementing Leather Belting it baa no
>
equal.
CV Only IS Cents per Bottle, at

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

STOCK OF CLOTHS

it* unlimited in

And will

Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
purchasing ('argots and Charters for veaaeis.
d*wHm7
Augusts, 1*0.

POTl~_Comer
m^i

H.

No. 39 UNION

Me.

I your. BO.VE.
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JOSEPH BA LB.

Hilton’s

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

And

obtained at-

to warrant

To be foojd In thU city, of every deecriptlon

Boota and Shoes.

Furnishing Goods,

ill of which will be sold so
i ifaction to the purchaser.
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Ship and

FOR SOLEIXO

AND-

offered in Maine,
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CASKETS,

Merchants,

Portland,

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES ft GLUTENED
WHEN DESIRED.

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Csah Capital and Surplus, S.60,000.

BS1 a T

THOfl. H. POOR.

JOHN TBATON,

Deeds, Law Briefs,

julSMdm Ja’zP. rhamplln.
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Goods, Ac.,

Comer Commercial Si. aad
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*

Gentlemen's
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be observed by persons presenting POSTAGE
STAMPS lor redemption.
1. Persons presenting Stamps for redemption must
>eparate them according to the different denominaions, and enclose each in a small parcel, and endorse
;hereou the number and value of the same. The par:els must then be enclosed in one seale<| envelope,a*<l
the aggregate value of the whole marked thereon,
with the name and residence, or place of business, of
the person, firm, or association owning the same.
2. But one deposit of Stamps will be received from
;he same party. TUe parcels as received will be nuni>ered regularly; and a receipt with a
corresponding
lumber aud name thereon, given to the applicant.
8. No payments will be made until after the expi•ation of 80 day* from the date of this notice.
4. When pa\ inents are ready to he made, the pubic will be notified thereof by notice posted in the
\ venue of the Post Office, stating the numbers ready
for delivery, when the holders thereof may receive
their payments on surrendering the receipts held by
them.
5. Only such Postage Stamps as have been in actual circulation as currency will be redeemed. Those
af the old issue, aud those which have been used for
the
pre-payment of postage, if any—which fact will
be determined by this Department—will be retained
the
Postmaster and des royed. Stamp- which
by
have not been used as currency or in payment of
fKistage will be returned to Depositors.
6.
for redemption can be made daily
the hours of 9 a m.
—Sundays
md 3 p. m., until the 81st day of January,18d3. None
rili be received after that date.
7. The undersigued is authorized by the Postmaster
[general, whenever he may deem it expedient for the
interest of the Department, to require an affidavit
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
Stamps, that he obtained the said stamps honestly
ind legitimately, and that they have never been used
on letters.
A. T. DOLE. Postmaster.
Post Office, Portland, January 1, 18«>3.
janl tf
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STEAM

Life In-
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1. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
MANUFACTURER

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER S10,000,090.

New and Desirable Styles ot

There Is however another and a much stronger reason why it would be
very desirable to
free ourselves from the task of
governing the
Ionian Islands. Since we undertook that du-

.1

was

surance

ROLLINS & BOND
HA VC BEEN

BUSINESS CARDS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

DOW,

Liverpool and London Fire and

troops.

the strongest wish exists in those
islands to unite themselves with the
Kingdom
of Greece, This wish is very natural, considvupiiuuimcwjuu* uitruueu
lur me
■e*
paper
ering the common origin of the people, their
should be directed to Che Edit ora qf the Preaa," and
ancient connection, ami their agreement in
those of a bnrfaem character to the PublitKrrt.
language and religion. From these eauses
or* The Fotrun Daily and Kim Stats
they were passionately eager to bo united to
Pans OIRoe, in Fox Block, No. 82J Exchange
the Kingdom of Greece, even when it was
Street. i> open at all hoars during the day and eve1 under the rule of King Otlio, and when they
■lag, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 9 in the
could not have joined that kingdom w ithout
evening.
losing that security for person'and property
W Jon PntBnna of every description executed
which they enjoyed under the rule of England'.
with diapntch; and all buaineaa pertaining to the ofThis desire will liecoine much
stronger if a rehoc or paper promptly tranaacted on application as
ally good government should be established
shore
in Greece. In that ease our position in the
Ionian Islands would be very
disagreeable,
and Would seriously interfere with our influTwee day Horning, January 20, 1863.
ence in tlie affairs of
With
the IonlEurope.
aus discontented with our rule, and
only kept
totter front the Rappahannock.
down by torce, we should not be
likely to reHowabd's Division, 2d Conrs, 1
ceive much attention from Austria and Russia
Near Falmouth, Va., Jan. y.
in any reinonstances which wc might have
)
occasion to make on the misgovernmeut of
To the Editora qf tf r Pres*:
Yesterday afternoon 1 rode to Stone man’s Venelia and Poland.
Fortunately the very strong expression of
headquarters and visited the 3d and 17th Me.,
which are in his Corps. Since the battle the
respect tor the Royal Family and the institutions of England shown ty the Greek
Seventeenth has put on the red cockade—
(ample
in the spontaneous election of Prince Alfred
the peculiar distinction of Kearney's old Divto
the
throne
of
affords
us
and
first
worn
an
his
Greece,
excelorder.
The
Sevenision,
by
teenth, soon after re-crossing the river, receiv- lent opportunity of performing a politic act in
a graceful manner.
ed an order from Gen. Birney, conferring the
We cannot give them a
for it whuld involve us in responsibilities
honor of wearing the badge on account of
gal- king,
lantry in action; and you never fail ..ow to that It would he unwise for us to undertake;
but we have the power of conferring what will
see the scarlet rectangle u|wn the
front, top,
be considered a very great favor both
or side of the cap, according to the rank and
by the
Greeks and the Ionians, nnd we shall never
of
the
officer
or
man
who
wears
it.
position
iguiu have so favorable an opportunity of conThe “boys” of the Third seem particularly
ferring it.—[Liverpool Mercury.
cheerful, and smiled audibly as they told me
of the downcast looks and homesick talk of
The Ckhhion or Gibbalteb.— Letters
some of the new regiments.
They say that
Vom Spain mention an extraordinary movemembers of the Nineteenth Maine who visit
ment
in the political world of Madrid relative
them, claim that the Nineteenth and the Corps
m Gibralter.
The cession of the Ionian Isto which it belongs are going to be relieved
ands to Greece has awakened old
and return to Alexandria.
hopes. The
H maf Inlatnfliwi Kmm *-- il/tno tl.n TKSshI l»
Spaniards liegin to speak of the cession of Gi■iralter
to
as
a
out
extraneous
till
Spain
officers to
its vanecessary consequence of
•ending
:he cession of the Seven Islands to Greece.
cancies, insterd of promoting from tbe ranks.
II'.. ~l.~-.t-J
.1.
It la an outrage against these patriotic and in!d by news which the Madrid rnhinet
ap|»-ars
telligent soldiers, who note know the duties of
:« liave received trom London.
the officer and can perform them more satisWhatever
be
the
present disposition of the English
factorily than these new-comers will ever be ; may
government such a result sooner or later, is
able to. There would be less complaint were
nevitable.
Another breach in the old treaK not that unthrifty and inefficient officers I
ies and in the ancient diplomacy! Another
have in this
way been crowded upon them,
■ecognition of the great principle of tin; libereven against the protest of those who ought
:y of the seas! Another triumph of ration*
best to know and whose interest is most neard policy.—[Paris Presse.
Ir concerned.
vance.

JOHN E.

PRINTING.

Marine, Fire ft Life Insurance Agency.

No. 05.Middle Street

to

Term*:
Tnn.Fonn.Ani> Dailt Pnnaaii published every
morning. (Sundays excepted), at 88.00 per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-five cento for
each three monthe’ delay, and if not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued
Single eopiee three cents.
Tn* M airs State Psbae le
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'^Vh.olesale
AND

CLOTHING,

Orooers,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE STORES_COMMERCIAL STUTT,

Gentlemen’s Famishing Goods,
which

we

will sell at

Portland. Nor. 19,1W2

prices to suit the times.
dtf

(Opposite

head of

WIdfery’s Wharf,)

Pertlead, Me,
loan

LTBCB.

PBLEO

jeMdtf

BARKED,

*10§. LTBC9

s

of its members may not have been elected;
it will require perhaps sixty days to issue a
proclamation, give proper notice, and get the

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAINE

BY TELEGRAPH.
LEGISLATIVE Or MAINE.

Congress together, even if it should be
elected,and in these sixty days the rebellion or
the Invasion may have assumed such gigantic
proportions that the very pillars and founda-

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.

his oath to

and de-

“preserve, protect

fend the Constitution of the United States.’
Here is

sample:

a

state aliall be formed or erected within the
be
Jurisdiction of any other state, nor any Stale or
formed by the jiWetiou of two or more States,
the Legislaof
without
consent
tile
of
States,
part,
ture. of the States concerned, as well as of the ConNo

new

tlie same

<
A new State has been formed by act of onwithgress, within the jurisdiction of Virginia,
out the consent of the Legislature of the State
concerned, and President Lincoln has signed the

at once

quires

ef-

Where the

a

Milliken of Hancock, and Moore.
On motion of Mr. Woods, it
that the

State for the purpose contemplated
The only Legislature of
Va., to which Congress can give ear, or that
should lie for a moment recognized,is the Legas a

in the Constitution.

islature that meets at Wheeling, and not the
rebel Legislature that meets at the capital of
the Confederate government. When the Legislature at Richmond consented to ignore the
Constitution of the U. S., and the members

re-

tion.

took an oath to observe and support the Constitution o( the so-called Confederate Govern-

ment,—a government at war w ith the Government of tile United States,—from that moment

they forfeited all right to he consulted, nnd all
right to claim partnership to any act of division or transfer contemplated in the ignored
rnnul'.tnlUn

It is

and men.

Va., by yesterday's train.
received from Hiram

was

wharf in th~ town of Mill-

eV

ing enquire

satisfaction nevertheless to

Banks and Bank-

as

shinplasters.

On motion of Mr. Clay of Gardiner, it was
the Committee on Banks and Barkinto the expediency of authorizing
banks to issue fractional bills, or cities and

justice of our cause slowly making its
way and asserting its claims in Europe. The
spirit of patriotic self saoritloe, w hich blossomed in flags all over the country straight oil

ordered that
ing enquire

the news ol the assault on Fort Sumter ami
lias borne its heavy harvest* on a hundred

change, and for the suppression of shin-plas-

find the

towns to issue

uniform

an

for

currcncj’

small

dulled the

We copy from the Boston Advertiser’s translation. a few passages from a remarkable arti-

enquire into the expediency
provisions of Chap. 91 of the

But

we

also

con-

majority ol a State have no right
carry such State out of tile Union; and.
therefore, alter the ordinance of secession had
at Richmond, when the loyal people of
tend that the

to

passed

Western Va., commencing <Ie noco, called

people,

convention of the

formed

a

a

Consti-

tution, elected olBcers and organized the State
Government of

Va.,they

were

to

be

recognized
Legislature

the State, and the voice of their
be regarded as the voice of the State—

as

was to

the

only

voice to which Congress should or
The action of Congress, there-

could listen.

fore, in creating a new State with the consent
of the loyal Legislature of Va.,—and a disloyal

leg! -future should have no voice in the matter—
is perfectly constitutional, and President Lincoln has violated no obligation or oath in approving that act.
There may be othpr questions growing out
of this action, presenting some novel features.
TUe question, what is the political etatus of
the remaining portion of old Virginia, is one
of these. The Legislature, as we understand
it, has not given its voice III favor of making
two States, but it lias consented to strike off
from their State that portion which remains

disloyal and rebellious. Whether the sloughed
portion of old Virginia is to lie treated a*
a rebel State, or whether the State of Virginia becomes the new State, and the remaining
portion becomes simply an unorganized territory, is a question for lawyer* to settle. We
off

suppose, under the Constitution, the State of
Michigan would lie authorized to concede to

general government her upper peninsula
be held as territory. Wesuppose the State

the

to
of Maine could do tlie same thiug by iliat
portion of the State lying east of the Penobscot; or it could, with the consent of New
the counties of York and

Hampshire, allow
Oxford to be

transferred

to

that Stale.

The

Virginia, liy the consent of her loyal
Legislature, having restricted her limits to the
loyal portion of her former territory, may it
not be argued that she intends the remaining
disloyal portion to be treated as unorganized
territory, and to be governed as sueli territory
is, by the federal government? Without
adopting Mr. Sumner's theory that a State by
rebellion becomes felo <le sc—commits suiState of

cide—and thus ceases to be
how that

portion

ol

a

Slate,

Virginia lying

we can

see

outside of

the new State, has ceased to have State rights,
not by becoming felo tie sc, but by the constitutional act of a Legislature authorized to

speak

for the Stale, and the only tribunal that
to lie heard in the mattter. What

’•'as entitled

and lawyers may take of the
matter we do not know, but the question Is
one the answer to which is not to be assumed
view

statesmen

Without debate

or

daubt.

To avoid all sucu questions as tnat suggested, we would not have organized a new State.

We would, rather, have held the

new

governthe State, and the

Virginia as
only rightful State government; and as rebellion should be quelled in other portions of the
old commonwealth, and they should be conquered hack to their allegiance to the federal
government, we would have reeoguized the
right of the Wbeeliug government to extend
its jurisdiction over them, and the authorily of
the old reliel organization, whose mouth-piece

ment

in western

is at Richmond, should nevermore lie allowed
The Virginia
a voice iu the government.
senators should in the future He accredited
from the Government now located at Wheel-

ing,

and nevermore from that at present locat-

ed at Richtnoud.

We give

one

more

ot the

Argus' specifica-

tions against the President:
The privilege of the writ of habmt corpus shall
not be »u*pcuiUKi, utiles* tt iifii, iu cam's ol rebellion
or in v’AAiou, tike public sAiety may require it.—(Con•tituiioii.

This does not apply to the authority confcired
upon the President. It applies solely to Congress. Still the President h is assumed the authority to suspend the privilege of the writ, and
that too, when the public safety did not require

it.—[Argus.
Pure assumption

on

the part of the

Argus.

Tlie Constitution does not, by any rule of language or of logic, restrict the right to suspend
the
the

privilege of the habeas corpus to Congress,
Argus, and politicians and lawyers of its

stamp, and an occasional one of a different
stamp, to the contrary uotwiilistandiiig. The
democratic authorities are nearly all the other way. Jefferson recognized no such doctrine; Jackson practically ignored it, and the
democratic parly at one time, led by Benton
in the Senate, and Douglas in the House, made
it almost a party test tint Jackson should he

Cony

On motion of Mr.

length recognized
passion have not
perceptions of our contemporaries.

encourage

of enlarging the

1859,

laws of

to

manufactures.

On motiou of Mr. Parker of Gorhain, it was
cle lately contributed to tlie Itrvue Xation(tie by the eminent M. Edouard Labouluye, ! ordered, that the Judiciary Committee enquire
into the expediency of repealing chapter 40, of
member of the Institute, and professor in tlie
College of France. The writer examines at the laws of 1801, relating to the time of closing
length tlie causes, which torbid the Northern polls at elections, leaving the power discretion-

j

]

ary with the towns.
On motion of Mr. Hazeltine of Belfast, it was
ordered, that the Secretary of State notify the
Cashiers of Banks to return, forthwith, the
names, residences and amount of stock owned

States to consent to tlie

seperallon demanded
violently by the South. Ilis statement
of the political and geographical reasons is
clear and ample; it would not he new in sub-

thus

stance to

American readers.

I.aboulaye reproduces and auswers
plausabie insinuation, that lust of empire
not patriotism is the ruling impulse of
North, as follows:
M.

each stockholder, as required by law.
A convention was formed for the purpose ol
qualifying Hirain Buggies, Esq., Councillor
elect. After the business had been completed,

by

the
and
tlie

the convention dissolved, and the House ad-

“Admit," it is said, “that tlie South is all in the
wrong; but at any rate it wishes to separate:

it can no longer live with tin- people of the
North. The war itself, whatever its origin,
is a new cause for disunion. By what right
cau twenty millions of men oblige ten millions
of their contrymeii to continue in a detested
alliance and to respect a contract which they
Is it
are desirous of breaking at any price?
possible to imagine that alter two or three
years of battles and miseries tlie victors ami
vanquished can Ik- made to live together?
Will you subjugate a country two or three
times as large as France ? Will there not he
IiIikhI between tlie parties? Separation is perhaps a misfortune, tint the misfortune is now
past help. Admit that tlie North has on its
side legality, the letter and spirit of the Constitution, there remains nevertheless a point
the South wants to be
of importance:
You have no
master in its own territory.
—

iigm

ly.

mi mill uui n

Give it

win?

u^iunu

giiuiii-

tip.”

If we were leu enervated by the smoothness
of modern life and the indolence of a long
peace, if we had at heart a remnant of that
patriotism which, in 17P2, pushed our fathers
to the borders of the Kliinc, the answer to
tins would be easy; now I fear lest it should
It' iu luuiros tlie South of
not W uiel* i-UKjj.
France should revolt and demand a separation,
if Alsace and Lorraine should wish to isolate
themselves,—what wojtd be, I donut a-ksimply our right, but our duly ? Should we count
votes to lind out whether a
third or a
hall of tlie number of Frenchmen had the
the
national unity, to annihiright to destroy
late France, to dash in pieces the glorious herfathers
that
our
itage
acquired for us w*th
their blood? No! we should take the musket
and man'll. Woe to those who do not feel
that the country is sacred, and that it is noble
to defend it even at the price of all privations
ami all dangers.
“America is not France; it is a confederation, it is not a nation.” Wlm says that? It
is the South that says it to justify its fault.
The North says the contrary, and for two
years past it is with unnumbered sacrifices
that it lias been althming that the Americans
are one people, and that their country shall
This is noble,this IS great;
not bo cut ill two.
and if anything astonishes me it is that France
remains uiisyinpathizing before this patriotism,
I- the love of country no longer a virtue of

Frenchmen?

Iu writing these pages I do not expect to
content those who have at heart an innate
weakness for slavery ; 1 write (or those simple
souls who suffer themselves to lie taken iu by
those grand words about “National Independence,” w hich are llauuted before them to deceive then. The South has never been threatened ; even to-day it etfuid reenter the Union
even with its slaves.
It is only asked not to
break up tlie national unity.ami not to ruin liberty. Tlie Xorlli.it cannot be repeated toooIVcu;
is not an aggressor; it is only defending, what
every true citizen defends, the national compact, the integrity of the country. It is sad
that it has found so little support in Europe,
especially iu France. It was upon us tiiat it
relied, iu us it hoped; we have forsaken it, us
if those sacred words, country and liberty, had
no ioiigcran echo ill our hearts. What lias become oftlie time when all France applauded
tlie young Lafayette putting his sword at tlie
service ol the Americans? Who lias imitated
him? Who has recalled that glorious remembrance? Are we so old that we have forgotten

everything?

Wlint will be tlie issue of the war? It is impossible to foresee. The South may succeed,
the North may lie divided and worn out in intestine struggles. The Union is perhaps no
more than a grand remembrance.
Kut whatever may lie the future, and whatever tlie
chance may be. there is one duty for men who
will not let themselves la- carried away by the
success of tile present hour, and that is to encourage the North till the last moment.; it is
to condemn those whose ambition is threatening the tiuest ami most patriotic work that
mankind has seen ; it is to remain faithful until
the end of the war, and even alter defeat, to
those who up to the last moment shall have
fought for right and for literty.

vana on

terrible catastrophe occurred in Hathe 5th ult.. at the I'laza Torres. Mr.

Fariui, tlie celebrated tight rope walker, advertised that lie would perform on the tight

rope, carrying his wife across the rope stretched from one side of the ring to the other, at a
height ol about sixty feet, upon his back—a
feat lie had performed in oilier places. He
started with tlie lady upon bis hack, and had
nearly lluislied lbs journey across, when the
audience applauded the daring act, and the lady. in acknowledgement ol that applause loosened her bold ii|>oii her husband s neck and
waved her hands, and on the instant of doing
held not ouly blameless but praiseworthy, for
so, she discovered that she bad lost her balignoring the dociriue that, in “cases of rebel- ance,
and called to her husband to catch her
lion or invasion,’’ the public safety
requirinif as she wins falling. This lie attempted to do,
of
the habeas
the suspension
and caught her by the skirt of her dress, but
corpus, Congress
of the fabric was not of sutllcieut
alone should have the right to
suspend it. The the trail to
sustain her w ith tbe impetus given
strength
utter absurdity of sucii on idea i» proved
by to her descent by tlie fall, and tbe dress gave
its total impracticability.
way, leaving a piece in the unfortunate man's
hand as he hung suspended from tlie rope, susSuppose au invasion or a rebellion to oceur
on the 4th of March, at the close of the short
taining himself liy the joint of his knee, by
means of which lie had saved himsell, while
session of Congress, it is evident to the Presand slowly went down crashing upon the
deut, to the Cabinet, to military officers and seats that ascend from the curl) of the ring to
the top of the enclosure. She was taken up
to tile people generally, that the public safety
requires a suspension of the habeas corpus; for dead, but showed, alter some little time,
i signs of
returning life, and lingered from
but who shall suspend it? Not Congress, for
I Sunday until Thursday morning, when deatli
it would uot be iu session; perhaps a quorum
put an end to her suffering.

iiiohuv

journed.
Maine State Prison.
With the usual renorts of the Warden. In-

apector*| Physician, and Chaplain of the Maine

ziiii

utt.,

.11 r*..

remunerative to the Suite, the Committee Indicate two reforms: “1. The working machin-

if Wendell Phillips
had made such a speech in New York as Ben
Butler, made, the whole city slock of rotten
eggs would have beeu exhausted on him. and
yet Ben only told the truth.—[Lewiston Journal.

ery of the prison must lie
times. 2. The principal

ion

brought up to the
labor, doue in the
prison must lie simple, easily mastered by the
prisoners, and its product of ready sale.’

"y The Rev. Dr. Nott, President of UnCollege, is dangerously III at his residence

at

Physician

some

The

inspectors estimate the expenses of the
prison for 1803, at $0925. This estimate ii
saiil to lie based upon a presumption of the
continuance of the present characteristic management.” Ventilators have I teen placed in

prison

within the year, at
an expense of about $200.
They have long
been needed: but the Inspectors complain

him to forw ard

to

prisoners is still

further assert, tiiat the State
realize $3(100 more from tlte labor ol

Fort Warren.

convicts; that $1000 at least might have
during the past year by judicious
purchases of stock and provisions; and that
“the harmony and sympathy, which would be
conducive to the liest interests of the prison,
its

Chaplain is .not

that the

give all ids energy and time
of $400. An appropriation
of $10,885.20, in addition to the sum required
for current expenses, is recommended,to liquidate the
The

of indebtedness to the

excess

Warden, on

thanks to the

prison.
tenders his

hand,
Inspectors

the oilier

Honorable

ami Ins

sulxirdinate officers, for "their faithful efforts
and hearty co-operation in bringing up the
condition of labor iu llie Prison from its low
estate to its present advantageous and encouraging position.” There may be some excuse
lor the present state of things, and the income
from the labor of the prison $022321, more by

$2443 than

ever

before, shows

some

improve-

ment; but ‘•it may be thought, at the llrst
blush,” to use the words of the Warden himself, “that to have run the State In debt for
over

$14,000 In the space of eighteen months
rery

State.

blame,

Whoever is to
clear.

Although

one

thing

is

tolerably

the officers of the Prison

institution committed to tiieir charge, it drags
painfully Isdiind the times, a dead weight upthe State. It was in a miserable condition
before the present Warden took charge of it,
and though more prosperous now it is far
enough trom what it should be. An imperaon

tive

duty

upon the

Legislature, in view
provide for the
payment of the debts of the Prison, ami they
must provide that it shall hereafter keep out
of debt. There is no reason why 112 prisonrests

They

must

in Maine should uot pay for their safe
keeping as well as 110 in Connecticut, or 101
ers

Hampshire. If a little additional expense is necessary iu providing the improved
fittings of modern workshops, it will not be
Let

us

have

no

taking

care

ol

shoes are uot in so good demand as a month
since. The prospect for the spring trade is
are

into the markets. Prices are rising.
is gettiug to bo the Lynn of Maine.

daily

....

Liverpool

Liverpoo!

TO

CYCLOPEDIA.

OBTAIN THE

By remitting to Bailey and Noyes Book sellers,
Portland, the amount for one volume or more.
Immediately on receipt of the money, the book j
will be sent by mail, or express prepaid, in !
strong wrappers to the add res* in the State.
The above are the Old Prices. As soon as
the 10th vol. is published—which will be in February—the price will he advanced 50 cents per

j

*wi.

.’iiw.tviiiiij,

nun

ii

in

assistance.
Ship Lucinda, frn Fortress Monroe, with horses,Ac,
for Bank’s expedition, got ashore Jan 0th, on a reef
She was got off without daranear Carystort Light.
age ami proceeded.
Sch Ebcn Sawyer, wrecked on Watch Hill Reef,
has broken up and goue to pieces.
m

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS— Ar ©A. ship T G Southard. Harwant. New York; brig Aut McLeod. Davis, from

Philadelphia.

iruucicu

Ar 5th. bark Hanson Gregory. Sylvester, Philaneccetwary by reason of the advance of pa|K*r
delphia; bug Edwin. Daggett. Hostou.
and materials in the man«fact on*. JVbir is the
< Id 5th, bark Cephas Starrctt,Gregory, New York;
time to obtain this great work cheaper than it ; Lauractta. >n»ith, Boston.
will ever probably be offered again.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sch Fred Over, Shute, frn
Batuev & Notts, Booksellers and Stationers, | Fortress Mouroc: Mary Laugdon, Hukbam, from
l Rockland; Horace. Higgins. Boston.
56 A 58 Exchange street, Portland, Me.
Pill LA DELPHI A-Ar 15th, bark Emerald Die,

I

See

in another column

picking
(irapes, for Speer’s Wine. It is au admirable article
used iu hospitals, aud by the drst families in Paris
London aud New York, iu preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfaca woman

tion.

Messenger,

Brown will be at

remarkable case of dea (boss cured In twenty four
hours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E e
and Ear, and proprietor of Poor Ukhard’s Eye Water.
*'I, Bartlett J. Dccoster, No. 2 Hair-* Court, Portland. give this certificate, to certify that I have been
dea! from a child, and for twelve years past have
been quite deaf. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Saturday 1 went to the Preble House and made arrangements for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness.
In 24
hours after her drst application I could hear every

fm Havre; C A fitamlrr. Ira Liverpool; lark* llenry
Buck, fm Havauat-Gazelle, tm Barbadoes; Matilda,
Thomas; sch Willow Harp: tm Guadaloupe.
18th, shins Napoleon. Thompson, Philadelphia;
brig JM sawOr*s, Meredith,
Bradlev,
key West; schs M*iular. Welsh. Bom
yer,
Philadelphia; Trade Wind, Hill.do; Fraukliu,Allen,
East port.
Cld 17th. ships Orient. Hill, and Kitty Floyd. Dearborn, Liveri«>oi; sell* Cameo, Pendleton, for Mvstic;
Express, S*ar*. Fall Kivcr: Aictic, Perkins, for NewS A Appleton. Portsmouth.
NEW LONDON’—Ar 17th. sch Albert Treat, from
Turk* Island tor New i!a\eu.
NEWPORT—In port 17th, brig Frontier, Shedd.
East Caicos, Tl. for Bouton* sch Golden Light, (of
Buck-port) Bn Friendship Island fur do.
Also iii port, brig Ma/atlan. Portland lor Philadelphia; schs Hei.ru tta. Joues. from do lot Baltimore;
II LOicutt. Hopkins.from Bucksport for Key Weat;
T B Uodgniau, Prince. Bath for New York.
Aiflo iu port 17tl». brig Lydia Stover. Whitnev. fm
Baltimore tor Bootou; sch Natbau Clifford, Sbnte,
Belfast for New York.
Some of the above getting under wav
NANTCCkET—Sid 10th, ach Moses Waring, Hav,
Bn St
Cld
bark

Every

all who suffer as I have done.”
kiud of diseased aud weak eyes, also Catarrh,
a cure

to

warranted.

Charges moderate.
BROWN,
4H> Arch St., Philadelphia.

Nov. 18—tf

notice that
one hundred
mortgage
and teu dollar* and intercut therooa, given by Francis
Oren Ingalls of Naples, in the County of Cumber*
land, dated April 28th. 1*10. recorded book 299. pane
352. on a certain parcel of land situated in that part
or Naples which was formerly a part of
Bridgton.
and being a part of lot numb**red seven,
Range 28.
The condition of said mortgage
haying been broken,
he therefore claims a toreelosnre of the same.
8AML EL F. 1‘KRLEY.
jau2bdltw3w

DtM#latioa.
is hereby given that the Copartnership
lately subsisting between Jos. L. H el lev and
NOTICE
F.
under the

firm of JOB. ft. KELLEY
Fuller,
Aug.
ft CO., was dissolved by mutual consent on the 12th
day of Januanr. 1863. Aug. F. Fuller is authorised
to settle all debt* due to and from the firm.
JOB L. KELLEY.
(Signed)
ALU. F. FULLER.

NOTICE.
AUG. P. FULLER,
Having purchased the stock of the late Arm ef JOS.
L. KELLE T f CO., will continue the

Varnish. Business
AT THU OLD

Lenox,

New York in six

coming

time, with

Auburn

proved

*

a

weather.

days eighteen

hours

running

average of 17 lbs. of steam, and
capital seaboat during all kinds of
an

WESTERN—Arrives

12.40 and 7i P. M. Closes at
M
Clones at 12 M.
at 1.30 P. M.
CAN ADA—Arrives at 1.60 1*. M. ('loses at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. M. Close at
9 P M
:r*< ►fflee open dailv (Sundavs excepted) from 8
A. M. to 9 P. M. Ou ;>uuduv», from 8J to 9} A M
7 46 A

M

Removal.
CHARLES

In Treiuout. Jan. 9th. Capt. Rufus king and Mis
Bli/a K. Stanley, both of T.
In Tieruont, Dec 29tli, Siinou Butler and Miss Melinda Dawes.
At t ran berry Isles. Jan 11th, Capt. lleury U. Stanley and Miss Hannah E. Fernald.
In East Trenton, Jan. 6th. Sent*ca H. Remick ahd
Miss Sedelia A. Hodgkins, both of Hancock.

SHITH

W.

inform hi, friend,aad thepnblir that
hn» rrmoved from IT Silver Street to the

he

WOULD

NEW STORE OR OPPOSITE
nnd

SIDE,

jnet below the old Band,

Em. SAB Silver Street,
where he will be happy to
host of new ones.

see

his old customer*, and
janl3 d2w

Orancesj

10,000

-AT-

Only 20 Cents per

Dozen!

—AT-

ALLEN’S FRUIT
Jan9

gTOIE,

13 A 18 Iiekuft Street.
lalw

Removal !
The

j

Ar at Deal 7th. Klisabeth. fm Stockholm for Bombay ; Britania. fm shields for Bombay.
Ar 8th, Highland Chief, fm Boston.
Ar at Antwerp 4fh. ( lara Harmon, fm New York.
Ar at Table Bay Oct 7th tulvira Owens. Bn B«»*tou.
Sailed HA Glasgow 3d. J P Wheeler, lor N Y ork.
Sailed fm Calcutta Dec 1st. Art I uion, for Boston.
The Java, from the Clyde for New York, has pul
back leaky.

SPOKEN.
Oct 17. lat 83 8. Ion 21 W, ship Daphne, from Plymouth for Svduev.
Nov 13, lat 17 ♦'» S, Ion 27 5 W, ship Margaret Mitch! ell, not (ting further.
Nov 27. lat 7 8. Ion 34 W, bark Com Dupont, from
Boston lor Mauritian.
Jan 6. lat 22 35, Ion 61, brig Adelphi, Huberts, from
Para for New York.
Jan 10, lat 35. Ion 73, brig Bonito, of Bangor, from
-for New Y’ork.

andereigned

OSes to

ha* remored his

Mo 166 Fore 8t., heed of

Long Wkirf,

Where be U prepared to writo any nmoaat of

Hartne, Fire aa* Lite laearaace,
bo waatod.

that may

Philadelphia;

Liverpool.

at

and 130 P

EASTERN-Arrives at 1.60 1*. M.
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday

_MARRIED.

RTA3D,

28* CsifTfM Street, Port I a ad, He.
janlS dlw

J. W. HUNGER.

janT d3m

NOTICE.
Internal Revenue

bur>*|M»rt;

voice in the house. I can now stand in the cellar and
hear the clock tick in the parlor. Grateful to God
for his great deliverance. I heartily commend her

healed, aud

roimmtirf.

iswucr 9i

undersigned hereby firm public
f|HE
X he holds a
for the sum of

Ar

A

mode of treatment

A
CJ»Me

inane. Portland.

17th. brig Belie. Yataa. New Orleans; sch Telegraph, McIntyre, Deal * l-land for Boston; Haulscrabble, Gregory, Eii/ab* thport for do, with loss of
jibbooin: Lacy Ames. Berry, do for do.
Ar l.uii, Pteainsiup l niled kingdom. Bn Portland:
ships Invincible, and .success, tm Liverpool; Arctic,

NOTICES.

Dearness Ccred.—Mrs. M. G.
the Preble House for one week.

Hunter Havana.
Ar 18th. bri-s Itaska. Rose. Palermo; Ambrose
Light, Stahl, Matauzas.
below 17th. brig Belle Bernard.
C!d 15th. sch H A Rogers. Rogers. New York.

"

Lout.

note of band, dated Wineac.-t, Dee. 31 it. IMS,
(hr two hundred and eight dollar. •CMUMba,
in .ixty day. to Daniel Wlu.low a> either
tik iu Purtland. ieudonwd by bun and .lined
by
Alexander Johnson.
The tinder I* requested to leave It at the Eastern
Express office, the payment being stopped,
J. N. WINSLOW.
jau 20-41

About 80 vessels left Delaware Breakwater 13th;
brig Hat ii«*t. and other*, remain.
NEW YoKk—Ar Pith. *ch* Frances Coffin, ( oue
iw>, 1'ort dc r«ixi Nautilus, Doekhani, Matauzas;

dec22dly

0
SPECIAL

Satnbuc

MBS. M. G.

water, Ac., all safe, the flag ship and one
gunboat luring the only ones before her. She
made the return trip from New Orleans to

jy— The Lewiston Journal says boots and

Western buyers

the

the Bath Times .says “she was the third one of
the whole fleet arriving at Ship Island with her
four hundred and ten troops, their provisions,

leaving the dollars to take cure
of themselves. The proverb is well enough,
but must not be pushed too far.

the cents and

good, however.

from

hailing from Maine.
wy-The steamer City of Bath.built at Bath
last season by Oliver Moses,Esip,was one ol the
vessels in the Banks expedition, and a letter in

in New

ill bestowed.

liceus© from the Hon. Judge of
County of Camberauction ou Saturday, the
at 10 o’clock A
<L. m>
much of the real estate of Edward H. Mitchell, lute
of Yarmouth in said County, deceased, as will produce the sum of two hundred and eighty dollar*, for
the payment of the just debts of said deceased,
charge* of administration, Ac., including the reversion of the widow’s dower thereiu, if necessary.
Sal© to be on the premises.
MAKY A Ml I CHF.LL, Administratrix.
Yarmouth. Jan. 12. 18*3.
31 w*w*
a

laud, I shall sell at public
21 at day of February nev

Stamps.

LI. aapply of all kind* of Stamp* for aaie at
my nttcr. No HI Commercial afreet; aad tb*
public will be ospeeled to aw them oa aud attar tbJa

VH'

date. (January 1, 1*13.)

'Thru .old in fame Icaa than owe dollar, payment
rc'iiirod in Toatal ( arraney.
Orrtca Hocaa-* to 1*4 A St.; 1 to 44 P. M.
NATH'L J MILLER. Collec or
lat Diatricl Stale or Maim.

jaall dtf

9ust

Received,

Large Amortment of Ladies'

A

aad Gunnn'l

8 KATES!
Alao-the Celebrated ARCTIC
Hlggrat thing on km.)

SKATE,

The Patent Aatoperfpatetikos!
Or WaLgiao lk>Li_an amu.mg toy for Children.
Retail Pr ee tS Oft—at

114

MIDDLE

STREET.

(HAS. DAY, Jr.

jaulO lw

Copartnership XoUee.
rpilE undersigned
ander
M

nerahip

bare tbia day formed
the atylo of

Copart-

a

SAVAGE,

BUTLER &

for tbe trtHMtioi of

Wholesale Coni a* I—ion Basinets.
AT 33 1-2 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RALPH BUTLER. Js„
6AVAI.L
jan3 d3w

W. U.

roitland, January 1, 1468.

Window

Shades,

CLOTS ft WIRE SCR1EE8,
Fancy Painting,
EXECUTED

TO

ORDER.

STORK SHADES, of alldimeutloa*. mad*, lattared aad

I

may have used all the means in their power to
promote the efficiency and usefulness of the

of these facts.

ta

PURSUANT
Probate within and Aft the

Liverpool.Jan

—

ityudicious, and indicated bad inanagement.” The accommodations for the sick
are styled by the Warden a disgrace to the
ica*

AdaiaMratriVa Sale.

21
24

Hamburg. Jan 24

24
Liverpool.Jau 28
Hibernian.Portland
Liverpool..... Jau 31
Jau 31
Kangaroo.New York..Liverpool
Arabia .Boston.Liverpool.Feb 4
.Fob 7
Edinburg.New York..
Saxouia.New York. Hamburg.
...Feb 7
Australasian.New York Liverpool.F'eb 11
Mail? are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
lar line*. The *teamer? for or from
call a
(Queenstown, except the Cauadian line, which call a

EXCELLENCIES.

w* ArctlISOM.
jan2i> dlw*

Portland, Jan. 20,18H3.

■

paltry salary

a

City

104 MIDDLE, corner of Plomb
kw,h1 °P|H*rthi»ity for nay one who
1
eugag.. in the
A

Betwtl Dry Gooda Trade.

TO DEPART.

Baugor.
Diseases of the t'rinnry Organs.
BOSltlX—Ar 17th. ship Bullion, llodgdon. Lega year ago last summer, has hud his seuteuce
J. I
Mott, M. D., Operating and Consulting I horn; bark It F Shaw. Cauu. from Havana; ach MR
;
commuted to imprisonment. This is the hard- I Surgeon and Physician, attends exclusively to Dis- ! sh« paid. Bartle t, Plymouth.
i eases oft lie Crinary and Genital Organs, and Female
Cid 17th. schs John Tyler. Chapman, St Thomas;
ened wretch, says the Springfield Republican,
Complaints of aii kinds, aud the more obscure dl»Silver Magnet, Perry, Philade'phia.
J east
s of the Pelvic Vicera. aa files.
Ar 18th.
own
w
Zouave. Whitmore. Hath *ch* E’vihis
ile
with
a
Ruptures.
w ho murdered
Hydrorusty bayocele. Varicocele. Fistula, Early decline of Manhood, j fa Warren.ship
Maekriae; Aurora, Mwyer, JwaMMt;
net, and tried to do the saute thing with the ! Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted iu all the improvef'harleatou. Burge-*, and Casteilane. t uuningliani.
ments iu the cure of Disease, made iu this
Belfast; Emetine. Colby, and Couoettar, Southard,
country
officer who arrested him.
or Europe, and spares no expeiue that his
Wi-casset; Mary Jane. Merrill, Bath; Francisco,
patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
Portland; Olive Elizabeth, llamiltou, do; CitThe Zouave, a snip of about 12<X> tons
Kilby.
the world affords. Advice Free. HP* Office
izen,'Cut
on. do.
burthen, commanded by Capt. Whitmore,
Court street. BOSTON. Hours from 10 A. M. to 2
Sid 17th. ship Martha Cobb, and others.
sailed from this port on Saturday for Boston.
P. M and fi to K p M
A r lot h. ship Ed ward. Hale. Calcutta: bark StarMrs. M.. who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
The Zouave was built at Richmond, having
light. Bern Algoa Bay CGli: Speedwell. Smyn.a;
maladies of her sex. can be consulted by ladies.
s«*hs Kiv al. Leach. Millbridge: Napoleon, Lord, from
been commenced by M. S. li.tgar, E*p. a
Patients furuisbed with board aud experienced
Bucksport; Democrat, Pendletou, Belfast; Capitol,
the
accident
that so
short time previous to
nurses.
t ollins. Frankfort; Herald, Colby, and Kmeline,Coloct3eod6m
suddenly terminated his mortal career, and
by. Wi-casset; Auuabella. Bourn*'. Wells.
( Id l"th. bark Beisena. Jones.
She is chartered
was completed by his son.
Valparaiso; brigs
DR. P. P. Ql’IMBY. would give notice that he ha
Piukham. M:itan/a*; Daniel Boone, Segur,
by Government to carry troops and horses to returnedto Portland, aud can be found at his Room, Canima.
Portland, to load for Cuba
New Orleans.—[Bath Times.
GLul l E>l ER—Ar 15th. sch Onward. Blatchford,
No. 13 International Hoppe, Tuesday. August
Rockpoit h»r Boston P>th. brig Vincesnes, llodg12th, where he will attend to all wishiug tocousul
"If The Argus gets off a conundrum about
don. Boston tor Portsmouth.
Ll'BEC—Ar »*?h, schs Kate Wilcox, MrFadden,
tlie green-backs, very good but for its irrever- ! him.
i First Examination at office.f20€
New* York; 8th. Caroline Knight. Wilson. Boston
ent allusion, but then it don’t have the merit
Sid loth, sch Emma. McGuire, Havana.
Each subsequent sittingat office,.6Q
of originality, for Sam Slmrpley got it oflparicc
FOKKIb X PORTS.
2 50
City Patieuts, first Examination at residence,.
since
at
a
a lew evenings
negro concert, and
At Montevideo Nov 13th. brig Mary E Jones.Jones
Each subsequent visit at resideuoe. 1 00
next dav.
New
York
for
even he, w it as he is, exhumed it from a sepulAugust 16, 18«2.— tf
Atdo.'Dth. stup* Wellington. Bart«*n. fm Buenos
I*»ad
l*»r Europe.
to
Weston Merritt, Robinchre in which it had laiu buried for more than
Ayres,
Physician and Scrueon
H. A LAMB. M. D.,
M Churchill. Ilnichinson. and
son, disg; barks J
twenty years. Robert Rantoul, Jr., was the
<
Treat,
do;
Sea, Wiswell, tin
aud
Chestnut
zarina.
corner
of
Street*
brig
Sparkling
Office,
Congress
( an)iff. ar 25th. disg.
author of all the wit there is in it.
Portland. Me.
At do 2»>th. ship Odesa. Nichols, fm Bangor; bark
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
M A Herrera, killmau. tm Frankfort via Rockland.
Mr. Fessenden, during the spicy deShi Nov 17. ship* Jonah Bradlev, Nicho la. (Bom
isea-o-s of t he e> «• and »-ar.
augT—d»im
BuenoAvre*i East Indie*.
bate on the West Point biil last Thursday, a
j
At
Rio Grande Nov 20, bark Carniola, Hopkins.
Con
Dentistry.—Dr.JoSIAll HKALD,No.241
debate abounding in military criticism of
! fm Cadiz, ar 38th.
Ar at ( uracoa 30th ult. brig-, from New York,
^ress Street, drst door east of 1st Parish Church I
the Congressional sort, said a shrewd word
1 Portland. Me.
augTdly
(perhap- the Col Penniman.
for tile Academy. He hoped a vote would be
At st Thomas 81at ult. sch West Wind. Gilman, Bn
Dkp. Lot KEA KIMBALL, Dxntipt§, No. 117
taken. He had sometimes^almost regretted
Sailed fm Jamaica 23d ult, brig Kurus, Parsons, for
Middle Street. Portland. Me.
augl6—ly
Carlisle Bay.
that all the otliccrs of our army had not been
..
At Cape tlaytien 1st inst, sch* Joseph Nickerson,
taken from the Senate or Ifyuse, as they would
(.age, and Susan, Berry, fm Button.
BROKERS* BOARD.
At Port de Paix. ifJth ult, bark Chanticlrer, Potter,
have had all this military know ledge by u sort
! for New Y ork, Idg.
Sale or Stocks.—Boston, Jan. 19, 1862.
At Bermuda 5th iust. bark llanuah Crocker. Dunn,
of instinctive perception
14.000 American Gold.1471
fin New York for Antwerp, repg. self Geo B Luring.
.do.1471
! Deasy, fm Bostou for Jamaica, iu distress
“#“The New Bedford Standard of the 17th
6.1*6 ..do.147}
1.000 .do .148
lust., says a letter was received in that city
[Per steamship Hibernian, at this port.]
that day, dated on board the United States
Ar at Liverpool 5th, Star of the Sea. and Canvass
7.600 United States Coupon Sixes (1881 r.95]
Buck, lu.m .V\v Yoik W'm lltlltnit 4s.
do. 964
6.000
steamer San Jacinto, Dei', till, at Point-a-Petre,
Ar 6th, ( uiupromise, Caulkius. New York; Anglo
15.0 <0.do
96]
to
New York; fcmilv Augusta, do.
returned
had
Saxou.
Notes.
that
States
7
3-10
102
900
United
Treasury
they
stating
Guadaloupc.
Ar
1011
7th, Norwegian, is) Portland; Alma. Kssex. and
1.000 .do.
that port after an unsuccessful cruise after two
Greenock, New York.
2.900 .do.101J
Sid Gth, \V S Lindsay, for New York; Neptuue.
2.000 U. S. Certificate* of Indebtedness. 97
rebel schooners, which ljail oil board ammunido. 95}
Peabod>. do.
*14.000
San
JaThe
butaide.
a
steamer
for
Off
Ac.,
the Skerries 4th iust. Lizzie Humans, Mckcuan
Notes.143
United
Demand
tion,
States
8.000
from Liverpool for New York
2.000 .do.1431
cinto touched at Sombrero, Dec. 17, and was
Ar at Gra\est nd 6th, Comet, fm Madeira.
Ar at Falmouth 5th, Annaudale, fiom Mazagan;
informed by the American Consul that the
PORTLAND HOST OFFICE.
Margaret, tin Palermo.
Alabama had been there and burned a ship
MAIL ARRANUKMKNTH.
Aral Oueenstown 7th, Criterion, from-for

if a man should

for

Judging

"y William Collins, sentenced to death for j

confines his regular labors to Saturday and
Sunday—a little unreasonably, it w ould seem
as

"last years' almanac.'’

murder at the L'uiled Slates Hotel in

residyut of Thomaston and

a

Sr*?'
to
wishes

GOODS

Sale,

STOKE NO

|N

Hansa.Southampton
iruM>ia.Southampton..New

and History, Geography and Ethnology; on Political Economy, the Trades, Inventions, Politics, the Things of Common Life, and General
Literature.

extent.

do not exist between the Warden and the sub-

They complain

a

appearance of his paper, we infer that he intends
to bask in this blessed privilege to the largest

been saved

ordinate officers.”

Jan 14
.Jan 16
Jan 17
New York.. Jan 21
Boston.Jau
24
Kuropa.Liverpool
B
York. Jan 28
A?ia .Liverpool.New York ..Jan 31
Bavaria.Southampton. New York. Feb 11
11 ammonia.Southampton New York.. .Feb 25

Agriculture, Commerce, and Manufactures; on
Law, Medicine, ami Theology; on Biography

vault in Green-

Our Exchange street neighbor rejoices
in tile "progress" which allows a man now to
talk and publish his treason without danger of

neglected. They
ought

For

..

wood

of mind worse titan death itself.

that the cleanliness of the

in ilis both year.

family
Cemetery, Friday ^afternoon. By the
desire of the family, there was no public display at the funeral.
^yTbe Associated Tress agent at Washington is decidedly accommodating. Sunday
night, the uews being scarce, he forwarded a
lot of Treasury circulars, which had been received at the Custom House, by regular mail,
lice (lays precious! We shall next expect

employsolitary confinement, to prefrom sinking into an abnormal state

tile roof of the main

bow

and were interred in the

for those in
them

vent

recommends

paralyzed,

and caunot

The remains of the late Gen. O. M.
Mitchell reached New York last Wednesday,

£

The

Schenectady.

The venerable doctor is

The Chaplain asks an appropriation for the
library, which contains now less than 400 vtd

ment

He is

long survive, though he still retains the
strength and clearness of bis great intellect.

desideratum in

umes.

STOCK OF DRY

7
lo

N<-w York.
Edifiburg.Lbirpsw.
Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland.
New
York
Australasian.Liverpool....

Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Jan
Liverpool.Jan

On Lime Street.

•

ty Entrance drat Door north of the Poat offlce.
jau203m

Saxouia...SosttaMBtss Rsb York... Jan 14

L, on
his clothes lying

grandchildren living.
'y*We suppose that

Connecticut, and New
Hampshire, containing respectively 470, 110,
and lot prisoners. All were found to be selfsuslaiuiug. To reuder the Maine State prison

of Massachusetts,

a

broker.
OFFICE

SAIL*

FOR

Kangaroo.Liverpool.New York. Jau
.Liverpool.Boston.Jan

A ruhia

K.

Autgatt Berry
died in the town of York at the age of 103
years. She was the widow of Joseph Berry,
a soldier of the Revolution.
Mrs. B. had 04

eil to visit this ami other State prisons in New
England. The Committee visited the prisons

Steam power is mentioned as
'the prison at Titomastou.

JOHN c. PROCTER,

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Jura. Portland.
Teutonia.New York.
of Baltimore. New York.
China .New York

market bought
WM. H. jroOD.

Real Estate and Merchandise

—

FROM

thi.

jUdl,

Luantamo
brig LC Watts 200 hhds sugar to
Leo 11 Starr.
Salt Key—brig Monica—1256 bush salt, to master.

cluding Mechanics, Mathematics, Astronomy,
Philosophy, Chemistry, and Physiology; on

HOW

mii me

State Prison, we find this year the report of a
Committee of the Governor's Council,appoint-

j

.,?.w ;Vl'SfieurUi*'* carr,'n> 1“

IMPORTS.

CYCLOPEDIA.

DISTINGUISH IN O

A. A K. R. R
Casco Bank Stock.
International Bank Stock.
Mechanics' Bank Stock.
R»**k of Cumberland Stock.

age-

—

BUNDS.

Sixes.

Government 7 3-10.
At. A 8t. Lawrence R. B. Bonds.

PASSENGERS.

The New American Cyclopaedia presents a
panoramic view of all human knowledge, as it
exists at the present moment. It embraces and
popularizes every subject that can be thought of
In its successive volumes is contained an inexhaustible fund of accurate ami practical informtion on Art and Science in all their branches, in-

n«o

j”

Tiverton,

FOR SALE.

Is the Hibernian from Liven.. Mr l II Bond.
Mr Trench, MW French. < apt (a?*on, ( apt T Q Lay.
('apt Lorell. Mr Field, Mi?? Spearing, Mrs E Woods
Mr Vi B Trufant, Mr A ( snieron, and 68 iu the steer-

STEAM KR

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY
PORTLAND
M.
Government

XEWa

tera.

of the United States, from which consent to a
division could lie obtained, then we admit that
Congress would have no constitutional authordismember the State.

••••

PLAN or THE

NEW

In Tojisharn, Jan. 8th, Miss Fannin J. ( ary,
aged
19 years II mouth?; 13th, Mr. Cbas C, Hunter, aged
41 years.
In Topsliam, Jan 4tb, Mrs. Abigail Tate, aged 89
years 6 mouths.
In New Sharon, Jau. 6th, Mr. Asa Teague, aged 90
year? 3 month?.
In New York, Dec. 29th, Dr. Libby, Surgeon 24th
Me. Beg., of ( anaan.

Londonderry.
While we prefer that the work should speak
for itself, and that others should herald its exThursday, his body naked and
PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamer?.carrywe
cannot refrain from calling attencellencies,
ing Mails for Aspiuwall, Panama, and California,
near him on the shore.
tion to the following points in which we take an
leave New York ou the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
month.
honest pride in believing that the New AmeriOur very exact friend of the Argus
l
can Cyclopedia surpasses all others:
has located the delivery of Mr. Webster’s falx Accuracy and Freshness of InformaMINIATURE ALMANAC.
mous “Seventh of March”
speech in Faueuil
tion.—The value of a work of this kind is exTarMlay,.Jaaaary SO.
Hall, instead of the U. S. Senate.
it must
actly proportioned to its correctness.
I
I
DAYS.
SUN.
j HIGH WATER.
preclude the necessity of having other books.—
9m Rises.
7.24
Length-9h 36m
Benjamin A. Johnson of North Au- its decision*must be final. It must be an ulti- ; Morn’f.11
Eveu g.11.56 I Sets.4.59 { Increase. .Oh31m
j
burn, assignor to himself and Fail Blossom of matum of reference or it is good for nothing.—
In this respect we challenge the most searching
same place, has been granted a
patent right
examination (if the Cyclopedia..
It will be
M A I!IN 1-:
for improvement in railroad snow plows.
found in all its departments to embody the results of the most recent research at home aud
A correspondent at Washington has
PORT OF PORTLAND.
abroad. The latest authorities on every topic
sent us a sample of the cornhusk
writing pa- have been consulted, and the information is
Msnday,. Jaaaarr 10.
brought down to the very day of printing.
per. The specimen is not very white, hut it
ARRIVED.
In Cheapness.—Our Cyclopaedia has been
is tough, has a good surface, and looks well.
a
miracle
of
universally pronounced
Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Burge**, Liverpool 8th.
cheapness.
We determined at the outset to enlarge its
Brig L C Watts, (of Searsport) Wi son, Guautaino.
^^"The redoubtable "Benecia Boy’’ has
Seh Ocean Star, llall, C&mdeu for 4u*ton.
sphere of usefulness, and make it emphatically
Steamer
Chesapeake. Willets, New York.
a
for
the
of
horticuljoined society
a book for the
promotion
people, by putting it at the lowCLEARED.
ture.
Vanity Fair says it Is the Puinmelogi- est possible price. A refereuce to the terms will
show that it is within the reach of everybody.—
Steamer Parkersburg, Hoffman, New York.
eal Society.
Those who so desire it may take it in weekly or
SAILED Saturday, Dr ship Omega.
:^-t lie Bath Times says Capt. John S. monthly parts at a trifling cost, which, as a reThe New York Shippiug List notes the sale* of A1
cent reviewer suggests, a little extra economy
Wiggin, of the Maine 3d Uegiment, arrived in
Corra Linn. 818 tons, built at Portland in 1848,
ship
cigars will enable them to meet.
and
A1 ship Cora Liuu. 818 tons, built at rhoraaaton
home in that city on Saturday, on a short furPRICE.
iu 1882.—terms not transpired; Alj bark Annie 11
lough.
Kelley. 359 tous, built at Pembroke iu 18d2, at about
This work is sold to subscribers only.
When
#17.000 cash.
:^“TI ic Times learns of the death of a son completed it will form sixteen large octavo volThe hark Pallas. Biddle, arrived at New York 18th
umes, each containining from 750 to *00 pages,
of Mr. John B. Trull of Bath, in the Federal
ller outward
with a carefully prepared Table of Contents.
inst, from Belize, Hond, iu 13 days,
It may be had in volumes, which succeed each
passage was made iu 14 days.
army. It is hut a few weeks since Mr. Trull
other, one per month, or the whole 15 volumes
buried a son who contracted his final illness
DISASTERS.
at once if desired.
The price differs according
in 'he camp.
A telegram from New York 10th inst. says the brig
j to the binding:
Pilot Kish, fin the West Indies, went ashore near
£3,00
Smith Haven, Loug Island, on Friday morning, iu a
’f A subscriber in Woolwich complains ; In Extra-Cloth, per vol.f
! In Library Leather, |>er vol.,
3,50
heavy gale Crew saved. The vessel lies well up on
that he does not receive his paper regularly.
beach.
the
In Half Turkey Morocco, black, per vol., 4.00
Tiie fault must lie in the office there, and not
Ship Sparkling Sea. frn Fortress Monroe fbr New
rn Half Russia, extra gilt,
«4,50
Orleaus.of the Bank’s expedition, was ashore Jan 13.
In Full Morocco,antique,gilt edges,per vol ,5,50
here. Uncle Sam’s servants cuunot be too
on Ajax Reef, near Cary tort Light, and would proba! In Full Rusrio,
5,50
bly be a total loss. A steamer had been sent to her
particular iu handling mail matter.

what measures arc necessary to pro-

hibit the circulation known

Com-

Falls, removed.

found dead on the bench in

of Augusta, it was
ordered that the Committee on Manufactures

to

Great

bridge.

battle-flelds since, is at
wherever
prejudice and

ity

Manufacturing

I? 'Mr. George T. Dearborn of Exeter, X.
II., has been appointed Mail Agent on the Boston and Maine Railroad, vice Ichabod Pearl of

Panned to be Kngronned.— Resolve providing
for the destruction of bonds and coupons of the
State of Maine after the same are paid. Act for

DIED.

Cyclopaedia.

pany pay out a dividend of 10 per cent, for the
past six months.

nousE.

on

suggested that will directly contribute to the
business success of the |airty concerned.
But how are these facilities for reference to be
had? How at*e the milli<uis to procure alibrary?
How are they to obtain the means of informing
themselves on every point in which they are interested; or satisfying themselves with respect
to persons and phices, questions of art, science,
religion and politics, literature and philosophy,
agriculture, commerce and manufactures? How
can the working-man hope to
bring within his
reach the whole circle of sciences, and every
poiut of human knowledge as developed up to
the present moment? We answer, the way is
easy ; by laying by a small sum from his weekly
earnings, and subscribing to the New American

iy The Lewiston Journal understands
that the Lewiston Falls

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Starr of Jay.

dered that the Committee

Tiue New American Cyclopedia: Edited by
George Ripley and Charles A. Dana. Published by D. Appleton and Comj>ftny, New
York. Bailey and Noyes, Portland, Me.
Every one that reads, every one that mingles
in society, is constantly
meeting with allusions
to subjects on which he needs and desires further
In
information.
conversation, in trade, in professional life, on the farm, in the family, practical questions are continually arising, which no
man, well read or not, can always satisfactorily
answer.
If facilities for reference are at hand,
they are consulted, and not only is the curiosity
gratified, and the stock of knowledge increased,
but perhaps information is gained and ideas are

I f The mackerel fishery for 1802 foots up
better than the year belore, or the averages of
The fishermen generally hail good
years.
fares and sold them at good prices.

was concurred in, and
the Senate went into
convention for that purpose.
After returning
from the House, the Senate adjourned.

quarrel is long gone by on
Our disputes turn now almost
efficiency ofmilitary measures
a

C'ol. Sewall of the Maine 19th, left his
home in Bath for his regimeut near Falmouth,

Councillor elect, accepting the
office. A message from the House, proposing a^
Convention tor tht purpose of qualifying him,

a

Bonaparte of Baltimore arc
unflinching in their loyalty

iy

the table.

the construction of

of

iy Captain Fauncc of the 17th Regiment
has returned from the war, and has arrived in
Lewiston.

Messrs.

State government—had ariseu within the limits of Va.,
acknowledging allegiance to the Constitution
If no oilier

legislature—no other

the

on

page—The Delights

cember 81, 1802, was 279.

argument concerning tlie

for

this continent.

Laid

A communication

Controversy.

solely upon

on

Ruggles, Esq.,

A Frenchman's View of the American

of our

appointed,

Mr. Emerson offered an order authorizing the
Committee on State prison to visit the institu-

authority to suspend the
precious privilege only in caser of terrible necessity, reason teaches thnl there can be no
conflict between the demands of the necessity
contemplated, and the constitutional authority
designed to meet such necessity.

grounds

ordered

was

enlisting in the old regiments,
Jordan, Smith, and Plummer.

exercise,

time

Islands;

iy Seventy-two shares of the Bates Manufacturing Company were sold In Boston on
Saturday best for $148.50<i$149.75 per share.
iy The Whig says the number of deaths
in the city of Bangor for the year ending De-

Merrow,

teers

constitution granting

Tlie

Fish-

on

the part of the
Senate, on the Committee to consider the question of continuing the State bounty to volun-

power;

j

of the Ionian

remarkable extract from the Ex-

Mr. and Mrs.

Rules and Orders of the Senate be

The President

there and then it may he
The President is to judge of the neces-

used.

from the

said to have been
from the first.

printed.

power to be used

public safety

Richmond; a
niniucr; Ac.

Rev. Mr. Waterman of

The Senate joined to the Committee
eries in the Kennebec river, Messrs.

and

It is

On the fourth

PRESS.]

Hallowell.

sity—if the public safety creates such a necesis here assured that is yet j
he must, by the very necessity, be
sity—and
which require* to tie proved, j authorized to exercise the
and the

We say the “new State” has been formed with
the consent of the Legislature ot the State
concerned. Rebel Virginia is not to tie recog-

*

in 1815.

if at all.

its

bill.—[Argus.
The very point

nized

city

TO THE DAILY

SENATE.

his name, as in the case of Gen. Wilkinson at
New Orleans in 1805, and of Gen. Jackson at

gress,—[Constitution

in debate, and

time

the

at

DISPATCH

Monday. Prayer by

place of danger,
the
to suspend
privilege referred to.
This power, of necessity, must reside with the
Executive—when Congress is not in session—
to be invoked by him, or by those acting in

exists

page—Letter

Rappahannock; Cession

Augusta, Jan. 19.

practical
necessity demands it,
fect, and no practical safeguard can be found
in its suspension, in time of great peril from
invasion or rebellion, unless some power

Under this head the Argus of Saturday undertakes to convict President Lincoln of vio-

lating

[SPECIAL

suspension

“The President and the Constitution.”

SELECTED.

Ac.

tion stones of the government may he undermined ! What can be more preposterous ?—
of the habeas corpus, when
The
is to be for

AND

If” On the first

new

Tuesday Morning, January 30, 1863.

ORIGINAL

AT

pat ap at abort aotic*.

STONEHAM'S,

No. 148 1.3 Middle St.
dec!2

Portland, Be.

ro48in

PATTERNS !

Ladies, Gentlemen and Boys.
4*2i—Exchange Sl—41

For

novfio eodtf

SPECIAL

MEETING.

CANAL BANK.
Shareholders of this Bauk

meet at their Banking Room
THE
to fill
at 11 o’clock A. M

Inst.,
Board of Dilector*.
By vole of the Director*.

J. B.

are

on
a

notified

Monday.

vacancy

in

to

the

SCOTT. Cashier.

Portland. January 9, 1*63.
International Steamship 4'ompany.
SPECIAL MEETINti of the Stockholder, of
the International Steamship Co. will be Bolden
at the office oi the Company, on the corner of (on*
mercial and Union street*.** the P«’P*« o' reriaing
thaBv-tawanf the Company, on the **h day of
Jkunsry, 1M. .H«

A

«I'*V AIBBT, Secret.rr.

Port land, Jan

14,1^3-

jants

Pay won House.
GENTLEMAN and hla wife, and

A gentlemen

aud

pli

pleasant

Strut.

cau

rooms

a fbw single
be accommodated with board
at the above boose, No. 87 Min*

)nnl9 dtf

^I

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

FIVE

LATER

City Affairs.
Mayor and Adder- I
)
men, January 10, 1803.
A communication was received from the
of
the
Fire
Board of Engineers
Department,
approving the lists of officers recently chosen
the
several
by
companies comprising the Depart ineut. [These lists were published in our
columns two weeks since.]
Bequest of Bryant Stratton A Co., for the
use of rooms over the “Senate Chamber” for
the purpose ot a Mercantile College, was referred to the Committee on Public Buildings.
They propose to pay $300 per year for the use
of the four rooms.
The papers relating to a new City charter
were ordered to be taken from the tiles and referred to a joint special committee, consisting
on the part of tills Board of the Mayor and
Aldermen Putnam, I,arral>ee aud Plummer.
The Common Council joined Messrs. Davuis,
Stevens and Bailey.
Memorial of Samuel Lewis, for a rehearing
in the case of damages awarded to him for injury to his house, caused by altering the grade
of Smith street, was referred to the l ominittee
ou damages tor grading Streets, with instructions to give Uie petitioner a rehearing if they
deem the same proper.
An order passed, instructing the Committee
on Fire Department to
dispose of three of the
hand engines not in use, on such terms as they
may think proper.
Petition of Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., et ais.,that
the ordinance forbidding the sale of fresh Hsk
above high water mark may lie repealed or
modified, was referred to the Committee on
Judicial Affairs, with Instructions to report at
the next meeting.
The following resolves offered by Mr. Put-

In Board

DAYS

El ROPE.

FROM

or

_

BY TELEGRAPH.
TO

Arrival of the Hibernian.
Steamship Hibernian, Capt. Burge**, from
Liverpool the 8lli and Londonderry the 9th,

Portland Daily Press.

arrived at this port about half past nine o’clock
last evening, having made a remarkably short
passage. She brings 11 cabin and 08 steerage
passengers and a full assorted cargo for Canada, Boston and New York.
We are indebted to Mr. Win. Brown, Purser
of the

ship for

files of papers.

Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad stock is
quoted at $07 to $09. American railway
securities

were

scarcely

affected

by

THE

FROM WASHINGTON.

Attempt

of

Paper

Dealers

to

Influence Con-

gress.
Mail

Arrangements between New York
and Washington.

the last

arrivals from New York. Erie Railway shares
and Atlantic A Great Western Bonds, of the
second issue were in demand.

The McDowell Court of Inquiry

GREAT BRITAIN

A correspondent of the Times just returned
from Madeira, says the steamer Tuscarora is
a soil of blockade at
Funchal. Four British
steamers bound for Nassau were lying in Hie
roadstead. On the ltitli of December the Tuscarora chased one of them, (the Douru,) fired
at her about a mile and a half from the
shore,
scuta boat off, and after examining the Douro’s
papers allowed her to proceed.
An American cruiser, ship rigged,
apparently in chase of a very large ship houud W. S.
W. was seen on the 20th of December in lat.
41, Ion. 15, by the Challenge, arrived at Falmouth.
The Norwegian readied Liverpool early on
the 7th. The Edinburg on the morning of the
8th.
The Times’ Paris correspondent says Napoleon. at tlie New Year's reception, said to
Minister Dayton, that he regretted greatly the

Disaster to Two Federal Vessels.

Washington, Jan. lit.
Tlie agents of paper dealers and manufacluive been busy in attempting to iullueuce tlie action of Congress against a reduction of the duly on paper. Nothing has
yet transpired to encourage their hopes. The
embarrassment to publishers, resulting from
tlie imposition of extortionate prices, are appreciated by many influential members of Congress, wlio wili not fail at the proper time to
urge sucli relief as may secure the ends of
justice and honesty. The reports which have
nun were adopted:
reached here that paper dealers and manufacWhereas, by reason of the longstanding deturers are only waiting for tlie adjournment of
lays which have occurred in paying the solCongress to increase their prices above tlie
diers, and the consequent delay in the paypresent llgures, are believed to be true, in view
ment of allotments, many families in this rity
of tlie present condition of tlie paper market.
and other towns and cities have been kept in
<»imlinimnre nf t In* civil u.-tr* Init lie limuul
Tlie Tustmaster General,in reply to the Sena destitute condition, and entirely
depeudeut before next New Year’s
matters
would be
ate resolution relative to the mail arrangeday
on public and private ebarily, therefore,
settled. This was said, says the correspondent,
ments
berween this city and New York, reKe*olee<l, That it is the duly of the State with a sort of smile, anil
may be interpreted as '! plied, with accompanying letters from tlie
Government to make some arrangement with
a pious wish, or prediction, or even as an indiPresidents of tlie several companies interestthe general Government, by which the State
tlirit lliP ilirtii'iillv iv
inninli- ilnn In tin. in.
cation of something still more significant. To
shall, whenever such delay in payment shall
another person, who, on the same day, excrease of travel required by the exigencies of
occur, promptly advance the amount requisite
pressed to the Emperor an earnest hope that the war. He says those companies are reto pay on Uie allotments, receiving reiinliurM
the battle of Fredericksburg might be the last,
solved upon measures to facilitate the mails at
meats therefor from the General Government.
the Emperor observed, he desired so too, and
once, remove the delays consequent upon a
Resolved further. That our Kepreseulatives
the
war
would
he
ended
hoped
by next Spring. single line of track, and greatly promote the
at Augusta lie requested to use all their effort*
This
incident
created
a good many
conjectures. interests of the business community. 1’iesito initiate and carry into effect an arrangeThe Cqpgtltutioncl denies that France will
dent (iarrett complains of inadequate compenment of the kind contemplated in these remake any further mediation overture*.
sation for carrying the mail.
Arrangements
solves.
It is stated that when the Ottawa approached
are progressing for makiug the line continuPetition of Con*tallies Gould and Hall, for
in pursuit of the Sumter, the batGibraltar
is
which
it
claimed
will
ous,
greatly facilitate
permission to occupy the room recently va- teries were manned and
the prompt delivery of the mails.
guns got ready for
cated by the City Engineer, while a new buildaction, but the Ottawa sheered off. It is also
In the McDowell Court of Inquiry to-day,
ing is being erected on the lot where they non- stated
that if a British registry is given the
the examination of Lieut. Col. Tillson was
are, was referred to the Committee on Public
she
must
l>e
eseorted
to
England by a continued, his testimony being with reference
Buildings, thus non-concurring with the other Sumter,
British man-ol-war.
to what occurred on the movements of Gen.
Board, which granted them the room a.* prayed
S. Minister at Madrid has protested
The
U.
Pope's army from Warrenton back to the forfor. The Common Council insisted upon their
against the sale of the Suinter. which, he says, tideations Is-lore Washington, especially on
vote granting the request.
w ill not lie respected
by the Federal cruisers, the 27th, 28th and 29th of August.
Order authorizing the Committee on Public
as she is a Federal vessel seized
United States schooner Ariel reports the
by the rebels
Buildings, in concurrence with the School at New Orleans. Instructions have
I wen asked
capture of tile sloop Good-Such on the titli
Committee, to contract for furnishing the new
from tlie Government at London, as to whethinst, off Florida Capes, loaded with turpentine
school-house with 250 double desks, giving
er a register is to be given to her.
and coltcu.
seats to 500 scholars, at a cost not exceeding
The Daily News again denounces the fitting
Lieut. Commander English of the gunboat
$1500, was passed. The Common Council out of the
and wants to know If the
Alabama,
Sagamore, writes to the Navy Department on
amended by ordering single seats instead of
Confederate
Government
lias
been
called
to
an
S
the
8lh, that lie discovered two vessels appardouble.
A committee of conference was
for this insult to British neutrality.
ently ashore on a reef, witli signals of distress
raised, with instructions to report at the next account
Madeira letters complain of the Sail Jacinto 1 flying. He stood down for them, and found
meeting of the City Council, and to consult
firing at and stopping British steamers off that
one to lie the ship Lucinda, of New York,
the committee of the Superintending School
port. The Portuguese government protested i laden witli troops ami horses. She had gone
Committee.
the
offence.
ashore the previous night. She had thumped
Adjourned to Monday, January 26th, 7 1-2 against
Mrs. Beecher Stowe, in reply to the address
over the reef, and was inside between the
o’clock.
of the women of England some years ago,
North point of Long Reef and Triumph Reel.
Thk New American Cyclopedia.—It
urging the abolition of slavery, w rites that the Capt. English went immediately to work and
great anti-slavery work to which the English
got her off without injury, and she stalled on
will be seen by an article in another colsisters exerted themselves, is almost done.
her course. Capt. English then bore down for
umn, that the publishers have decided to raise
The Paris correspondent of the Times says
the other vessel, which proved to be the ship
the price 50 cents per volume, immediately afthe Spanish government do not intend to name
Sparkling Sea, of New Y'ork, and had on
board the 25tli New Y ork battery. She had
ter the 16th volume is issued, which will lie
any person to the Embassy in Paris, in place
of Concha, until tlvey see how matters go on
mu ashore at daybreak on the North point of
in February. This advance in paice is render- [
after the French have, occupied the City of
Ajax Reef, and will probably prove a total
ed necessary by the higher rates which the I Mexico, which the French
wreck. Finding it impossible to get her off,
government hopes
publishers are obliged to pay for all materials to effect about the middle of February. The as site was bard and last on the reel, with four
relations between Paris and Madrid are far
or live feet of water iu her hold, i received on
which are used in the manufacture, and also
■ ■o'"
curoiai.
me
rrenon government are
lioard this vessel the officers aud men belongfor the literary labor. We now advise all who
most anxious to have the
co-operation of
ing to the 25tli New Y’ork battery, and prohave not obtained this truly valuable work,
England after their troo|>» are in possession of ceeded with them to Key West, where 1 arthe capital.
and are able to do so, to attend to it at once,
rived tills morning.
FRANCE.
The joint resolution authorizing the issue of
for from present appearances it cannot lie sold
are made that contributions for
one hundred milium United States uolcs beComplaints
at
low
it
is
the
now
offered,
again
price
perthe French distressed operatives come in very
came a law to-day.
Upon learning that fact,
haps for many years to come. The only slowly, and fall wofully short of what is need- the Secretary ol the Treasury immediately
ed—150,000 francs |ier day, at the very least,
agents for the State of Maine are Bailey A
placed to the credit of several paymasters an
being required for the hare sustenance of the aggregate amount sufficient to pay the whole
Noyes, Portland, Me.
unemployed.
army and navy.
turers

|

Christy’s Minstrels.
The capacious
City Hall was crowded to its utmost capacity

evening, every inch of standing room being occupied, and numbers were obliged to go
It
away, being unable to obtain an entrance.
was the first appearance ol George Christy's
Minstrels. They kept the immense audience
in a roar of laughter throughout the whole of
the performances. It is needless to expatiate
last

upon the merits of these minstrels. Their
superior talent is acknowledged wherever

they
tion.

city,

we

go in good season if they wish

advise
to

people

obtaiu seats.

sidewheel U. 8. steamers Agawam
Pontootook, which are building in the

ship yard of Messrs. Tyler A Kice by Mr.
Lawrence, of Warren, are fast approaching
completion, and but for the delay in furnishing
deck plank would have been ready to be launched this week. As it is, they will be ready for
launching in about tour weeks. We do not
believe there will be any stronger naval craft
afloat than these two steamers. The steamers
are

both to be launched

on

the same

day.

Temperance Assemblies.— Our readers
will remember that the second of this popular
course

of assemblies comes ofT this

The flrst

was a

deserved success.

evening.

We under-

stand that the managers contemplate closing
the conrse with a grand fancy dress ball, and

hope

Throne.

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO TIIE-

that

they will conclude

so

to. do.

15yA large and beautiful black Newfoundland dog, belonging to a man residing out of
the city, was poisoned yesterday afternoon by
eating of poisoned meat thrown into the
for that purpose. This is the poorest
and most inhuman way of attempting to kill

streets

dogs._
Adjutant John M. Brown,
Regiment, arrived home
yesterday on a brief furlough of four days.
He ia in excellent health and spirits, and will
leave this afternoon for his regiment near
Fredericksburg.
Personal.

—

of the 20lh Maine

Postage Currency.—The Collector of
Customs will distribute to-day, to adulU only,
at the Custom House, at half-past 3 o'clock
P. M., Four Thousand Dollars in fractional
postage currency, in sums of Ten Dollars
each, for U. 8. currency, second issue.

HEF”At a meeting of the Cadets last week
the following officers were chosen:—Captain,
F. R. Harris; 1st Lieutenant, F. While; 2d
Lieutenant, 6. H. Waterhouse; 3d Lieutenlne company now numbers
ant, r. A. uow.
about fifty members.

jy A freight train

the Grand Trunk
railway, bound up yesterday, got off the track
at Northumberland. N. II., thereby detaining
the downward bouud passenger and {mall
ou

train over five hours.

jyMrs. Nathan Mayliew received a letter
from her husband three days after he was reported to have been missing, in which he
makes no mention of any such occurrence.

Liquor Seizure.—A small quantity ol
liquor were seized last evening by the Police
at the store of E. P. Turnmore, iu the “Sevastopol” building.
7th Maine.—Five companies ot this regiment, under command of Lieut. Col. Conuor,
will leave for the seat of war to-morrow.

EyThe Supreme Judicial Court (Civil
term) will commence its Jauuary session at
10 o’clock this morning, Judge
Culiiug on the
bench. The traverse jurors do not come in
until to-morrow.

EVENING

to

ET-The
and

reported that the chief member of King
Leopold's private cabinet lias gone to Lisbon,
to urge King Ferdinand to
accept the Greek

they hare a world-wide reputaTo-night ia the last one of their perand

confirmed J. M. PerriU Huntington of Oregon
to be Superintendent of Indian Affairs in Oregon; Benj. Simpson. Indian Agent of the
same State.

PAPERS.

■--•>-

The Army of the Potomac on the More.—
Capture of Vessels trying to run the Blockade. —Rebel Troop* going from Virginia
to reinforce

Bragg,

New York, Jan. 10.
A lei tor from the Array of the Potomac,
near Fredericksburg, 10th, says a lew
days will
tell the story of success or defeat in another
attempt at crossing the Kappahaimobk. Pontoons have been moved up from Belle Plains.
Gen. Couch lias again assumed command of
his corps. Gen. Sedgwick ha« taken command
of tile tkh corps, and Gen. Wilcox, previously
in command thereof, lias been made a commander of a division.
Gen. Ilaiieck lias issued an order which may
be regarded as retaliatory, that no rebel officer
shall be released until further notice.
Tlie gunboat Sagamore, at Key West, has
captured the English sloops Avengerand Julia,
from Nassau, with supplies for the rebels.
From prisoners, and other information believed to lie perfectly reliable, w e learn that on
the 4tli tost., at daybreak, re lie I troops commenced to leave Fredericksburg to reinforce
Bragg. On the 5th iust., eleven brigades,
amounting to about 45,01)0 men, had left Fredericksburg. These’roups were from Tennessee, North Carolina and Georgia.
Hampton's Ix>gion is reported five miles
from Culpepper, on the Kapuidan.
Tlie Herald dispatcli says the government
having failed to effect an arrangement for the
release of Union citizens
imprisoned in Southern jails, and rebel authorities
decliuiug to
recognize them in any system of exchanges
that lias been proposed, it is understood that
enough of tlie known re lie Is in the loyal States
are to be arrested to furnish
exchanges for
every one of the Union men held as prisoners
in the South.
From Tennessee.
Loi irville, Kv., Jan. 17.
Oapt. Coombs, of the steamer Trio, has arrived. His account indicates great exaggeration in the recent Nashville dispatches.
He
was hailed from a
body of rebel cavalry and
ordered to remove ids crew and wounded men,
who were put aboard the
Hastings, which,
with the Parthenia, bad been
captured. The
gunboat Slidell surrendered w ithout tiring a
gun. ( ooinbs denies that Forrest is anywhere
in the vicinity, and says there were no
4,000 or
5,000 rebels thereabouts.
circles
Military
here exhibit some anxiety
on account of the
reported large reinforcements from Virginia.
me

Army or tfte Potomac. -Movement* at
Falmouth.

Falmouth, Va., Jan. 18.
Yesterday afternoon, near dark, the rebels
advanced about 1000 infantry and took
possession of the breastworks
op|*osite Falmouth,
which were constructed during the past week.
Col. Moreltead's Philadelphia brigade, with
lla/anl's Hltode Island battery, were moved
down to contest their further forward movement, but they did not oiler us battle.
Stafford Court House, Jan. 17.

All our siek were

hospital.
The 11th

to-day

sent to

army corps is at

the

general

Aquia Creek.

-_

Arrival of Twenty Steamers at Nashville
with Army Supplies-Rebel Treatment
of Wounded Prisoners.
Nasiivii.i.k, Jan. 18.
Twenty of the fleet boats have arrived, convoyed hy two gunboats ut the Shoals. The
boats Deemoines City, Science arid Freestone
were tired into by the enemy with rifles.—
Three men of the latter were wounded.
A
large mail was received. The boats are laden
with supplies for the
army.
Wednesday the rebels robbed the steamer
Hastings, containing wounded soldiers and
provisions. They striped the wounded of all
their clothing.

Message of President Lincoln on the Increased Issue of Treasury Notes.

Washington', Jan. 10.
To the Senate and House of Representatives:

1 have signed the joint resolution to provide
for the immediate payment of the army and
navy of the United States, passed by the House
of Representatives on the 14th and by the
Senate ou the 15th. The joint resolution is a
simple autholhy, amounting, however, uuder
existing circumstances, to a direction to the
Secretary of the Treasury to make an additional issue of one hundred million dolllars on
the Utiited States, as so much money is needed
for the payment of the army and navy.
My approval is given in order that every
possible facility may be afforded for the prompt
discharge of all arrears of pay due to our soldiers and sailors. While giving this approval,
however, 1 think it my duty to express my
sincere regret that it has been found necessary
to authorize so large an additional issue of
United States notes, when this circulation and
that of the suspended banks together have already become so redundant as to increase
prices beyond their real value, thereby augmenting the, cost of living to the injury of
labor and the cost of supplies to the injury of
the whole country. It seems very plain that
the continued issues of United States notes,
without any check to the issue of suspended
banks and without adequate provision for the
raising of money by loans and for funding the
Issue so as to keep them within due limits,
must soon produce disastrous consequences;
and this matter appears to me so important
that I feel bound to avail myself of this occasion to a-*k the special attention of Congress
to it. That Congress has power to regulate
the currency of the country hardly admits of
doubt, ami that a judicious measure to prevent
the deterioration of this currency by reasonable taxation of bank circulation or otherwise
is equally clear. Inde|>endent of this general
consideration, it would lie unjust to the peopie
at large to exempt the banks enjoying the sjm*cial privilege of circulation from their just proportion of the public burdens.
All uiuui

most

easily

iu

iopc

iii'Mifj

hi

iwaiiN

ami

cheaply, it is clearly necessary
possible support to the public

lo have every
credit. To that end a uniform currency, in
which taxis, subscriptions to loans, and all
oilier ordinary public dues may be paid, is almost if not quite indispensable.
Such a currency can be furnished by banking associaa
authorized
under
tions,
general act of Congress, as suggested iu my message at the beginning of the present session. The security
of this circulation by the pledge of the United
States bonds, as herein suggested, would still
further facilitate loans by increasing the present and causing a future demand for sucli
bonds. In view of the actual financial embarrassment of the government, and of tiie
great embarrassment sure to come if the necessary means of relief be not afforded, I feel
that I should not do my duty by a simple announcement of my approval of the joint resolution. which proposes relief only by increasing the circulation, without expressing my
earnest desire that measures,such iu substance
as those 1 have just referred to, may receive the
early sanction of Congress, liy such ineasures, in my opinion, will payment lie most
certainly secured, not only to the army and
navy, hut to all honest creditors of the government, and satisfactory provision made for
future demands on the treasury.
Abraham Lincoln.
(Signed)

Various Items.
Nkw York, Jan. 10.
The Monitor Lehigh was launched at Chester, Pa., on Saturday.
A special Washington dispatch to the Post,
says the \\ ays ami Mean*committee have not
yet agreed to any arrangement with Mr.

Chase.

The House committee on Territories have
agreed to admit Nevada, Colorado and Nebraska into the Union as States.
A dispatch from Washington states that the
President is preparing a special message to
Congress, opposing the issue of more legal
tender notes.
A Key West letter of the 9th expresses fears
for the safety of the ship Lydia, eighteen days
out from New York.
Advices from Havana state that the rebel
steamer Alabama was off there January 5th.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. Wilson of Mass., reported a hill to provide greater comfort for the sick and wounded
soldiers, and to promote the efficiency of the
medical department.
Mr. Morrill introduced a bill to amend the
act to prevent members of Congress and officers or the government
taking considerations
for procuring contracts, office or place.
Mr. McDougal offered a concurrent resolution that the present etlbrt of the French government to subjugate the Republic of Mexico
Robbery and Arrest of the Thief.
to her authority by armed force, is a violation
Philadelphia, Jan. 19.
of the established rules of international law,
During banking hours to-day a man entered
and that it is a violation of the treaty made at
tlie banking house of Jay, Cook * Co., and
London on the 31st of Octoiler, 1801, between
carried off one of a number of hugs of gold
the allied governments of Spain, Franc -and
lying on the counter, awaiting shipment to
England, and communicated to this govern- New York. The hag contained $5000. The
ment under the signatures of the
thief was subsequently arrested at a
representajewelry
tives of the allies, by a letter of the 30th of
store on Chestnut street, and the
money reNovember, 1801, particularly, and repeatedly covered.
assured to this government through its Minister resident at the Court of France.
From the Army of the Potomac.
Resolved, further, That the attempt to subIlEADqi'AKTERS A
jugate the republic of Mexico to French authority, is an act not merely unfriendly to this
Several distinguished visitors arrived here
republic, but to free institutions everywhere, 1 to-day, including Hoii. Henry J. Raymond.
and is regarded by this republic as not only
Besides tins nothing beyond the
ordinary routine has transpired. Weather mild.
unfriendly but as hostile.
That
it
is
the duty of this
Resolved, further,
republic to requite the government of France Probable Destruction of a Federal Steamer.
that her armed forces should be withdrawn
Nashville. Jan. 19.
from the territory of Mexico.
The steamer Mary Crane, from
Resolved, further, That it is the duty and with commissary stores lor our beet, Louisville,
while proproper office of this republic now ami at ail
ceeding to this place, stopped lor wood, and
times to lend such aid to the Republic of Mexis lielieved to have been destroyed by the
ico as is or may he required to prevent the
rebels.
forcible interposition of any of the States of
in
the
of
affairs
that
Euro|ie
political
Commercial.
Republic.
Resolved, further. That the President of the
(Per “teannhip Hibernian.)
United States du cause to he communicated to
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET. .Fan 2—The
the government of Mexico, the views now exsales for three day, were 29,000 bales, including 14,000
pressed by the two Houses of Congress, and to speculator* and foexpoiters. The uiarket is opened
buoyant but aloted quid.
that he lie further requested to cause to tie
LIVERPOOL UREAD STUFFS MARKET—Wakenegotiated such a treaty or treaties between field,
Nash A Co. and other* report Flour firm
llie two Republics as will tend to make these
Wheat ha* an upward tendancv; Red Western 9* ft
Views effective.
9s lOd; Red Southern 9s lOd ft 10« 6d; White Western and White Southern 10«6d ft 12s.
On motion of Mr. McDougal the resolutions
Corn declined 3 « 6d: Mixed 28s « 28* 6d.
were laid over till Thursday.
LIVERPOOL
PROVISIONS MARKET—lleef
The credentials of Mr. Cbander, re-elected
declining. Pork heavy. Racoti declining. Rutter
from Michigan, were presented.
dull. Lard quiet but steady. Tallow inactive.
Mr 111...1.1
.-1,..:.f \
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE M A RKKT-Ashessteady;
the legislature of Rhode Island, instructing
Sugar declining. Coflee inactive. Rice quiet but
her Senators to aid the memorial of J. T.
steady. Linseed Oil firm at 40s 6d ft 4ls. Rosin
quiet at 26s. Spirits Tur|>entiue inactive at 116s.
Casey.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—Erie railroad 43] ft)
The bill for the discharge of State prisoners
44; Illinois Central railroad 4l«4<‘] discount; United
was taken up.
.State* 6’§ gave way from 64 to 62]; Virginia 6's conMr. Powell made a speech in reply to Mr.
tinue iu request.
I
Wright.
f’ latest via. Londonderry.]
Mr. Wright replied in similar terms to his
Liverpool cotton sales for the week were 51.000
former speech.
bales, iucludiug 22.OU0 to speculators and 7600 to exThe market closed irregular, at a decline of
The Senate then went into Executive scsj porters
Id tor American and au advance of id lor Surat*.—
sion.—Adjourned.
The *ab*s on Friday were 8000 bales, iucludiug 1000
HOUSE.
to *|>ecnlator* and exporters.
The market closed flat,
at the following authorized quotations.
Mr. Bingham introduced a bill giving aid to
New Orleans fair 27]; middling 25 1-16; Mobile fair 26]; mid*
to
secure
the
alKilishinent
of
Maryland
slavery. <1 ling 24 uplands 25]; middling
23) Stock iu port
It appropriates ten millions. Referred to the
amouuts to 4O3.000 bales, of which 68,000 were AmerSelect Committee of Emancipation.
ican.
Rread*tuff* quiet but steady. Corn firmer.
Mr. Collax ottered a resolution authorizing,
Provisions fiat.
if desired, the payment ol duties on importaLondon MONEY MARKET.—Cousola closed
tions in legal tender notes with 33 per cent,
at 93] for money.
added. Referred to the Committee on Ways I
and Means.
New York Market.
Mr. Washburne offered a joint resolution
New York..Tan. 19.
for
$."ioun
the
of
comappropriating
purpose
Cotton—a?tire and lc hl*tnr; sali-a 2000 bald at 74J
piling a register of the whole force of the ft 75 lor middliug uplands.
i lilted States. Referred to the Committee on
Flour—State and Western 5cents better with more
doing; Superfine State 6 30 ft 6 50; Extra do 6 75 ft
Ways and Means.
6
choice 6 95 a. 7 15;
85;
Houmi Hoop Ohio 7 25 ft
On Motion of Mr. Ponton, the Postmaster
7 30; choice 7 60 ft 8 25; Su|*errine V4 estern 6 35 ft
General was requested to communicate the
6 55; common to good extia Western 6 9o « 7 20;
amount paid for the transportation of the
Southern quite firm; mixed to good 7 10 a 7 65;
mails between New York and Washington for
Fancy ami Extra 7 75 « 9 10; Canada 6c better; Ex.
0 90 ft 8 30.
the last four vears, and the Secretary of War
Wheat—1 ft 2c better and more actjve. sales 275,000
was requested to state what sums have been
bu; Chicago spring 1 32 ft 1 41: unsound do 1 25 ; Milwaukee club 1 43 a 149; AnilMT Iowa 1 5<‘ « 164;
paid since the breaking out of the rebellion to
idle various railroad companies for the trails- j Winter R#*d Western 154 ft 158; Amber Michigau
1 59 it 1 6 »; White
1 66 u 1 74; White Kenportation of troops and munitions of war be- tucky 171; AmberMichigan
t..rt«u Ray 166;
Mixed State
tween the same points.
152].
On motion of Mr. Wyckliffe, the Secretary
Corn—firmer, sale* 119,000 bn*h; Mixed Western
of War was directed to inform the House why \ sound 85: do do uusofftid 71 ft 84.
Rr^t—steady.
he has not responded to the resolution of Dee. i
Pork—firm; Mess 14 <9 $ 14 75: old Prime 1150
11 tli. requiring information as to what regift 13 00; old and new Western Prime Mess 13 60 a,
16 50.
ments of Volunteers have not been paid.
Cut meats—steady.
The credentials of John B.

American and

Representative
presented and referred.
as

The House

Rogers, claiming

from Tennessee,

utuivopvcu

xtouci

December.
The information contained in these papers
affords an Interesting inside view of rebeldoui

relative to domestic troubles ami wants. One
of the letters is addressed to a distinguished
member of the family of Louis Napoleon.—
While thanking the Emperor for his efforts to
induce the great powers to interfere in our affairs, it urges the continuance of his kind offices, with the assurance of the w riter that he
will be successful in the end.
Geo. N. Saunders, in writing to his son in
December last says:
My steamers are really
the only tilings abroad in which the nation has
really much interest. It is the only thing that
offers succor and relief. Sinclair and Bullock's
steamers are only preying on the enemy's
commerce.
We want more than that now.—
We want succor or we must die.
Mr. Mason
will, 1 ain sure, take this view. All other projects sink into iusignitlcance compared to the
construction of my six steamers.
So thinks
Congress, and so thinks every intelligent man
with whom I have conversed. You must present tills case to Mr. Mason in every point of
view. These steamers can open, and keep op- i
on, the port of New Orleans to our commerce,
and one week’s trade w ill pay the iiatiou three
|
times their cost.
Saunders’ order hook embraces heavy orders j
for Liverpool cottons and pins, French cor-*!
sct«, tea, jewelry and shoes lor various ladies, j
Mrs. Jeff*. Davis included.
Tin: letters show
the want of boots principally.
are
advised to invest
European capitalists
in cotton, and are assured that a great scarciof
cotton
and
woolen
ty
goods exists iu the (
South.
Among other tilings, the war Is rep- j
resented as terrible.
Richmond is much al- !
tered, ami its citizens are turned extortioners.

|

Official Report of Admiral Porter.
Washington, Jan. 19.
The following w as received at the Navy Department to-day, dated Cairo, lsth. 10.:to P.M.:
f’. s. MieMteiiqti
Squadron, Arkanna*
Poet, Jan. 11.—To lion. Gideon ll'clfe*. .Secretory of Xanj :—The gmilmats Louisville,
DcKalh. Cincinnati and Lexington attacked
the heavy forts ut the post on the Arkansas
last night, and silenced the batteries, killing go
of the enemy. The gunboats attacked agaiu
this morning, and dismounted every gun, 11
in all. Col. Duniiinglon, late of U. S. Navy,
commandant of the fort, requested to surrender to the navv. I received his swi.nl—
The army co-operated ou the land side. The
forts were completely silenced, and the guns—
11 in number—were all dismounted in three
hours. The action was at close
quarters on
the part of the three iron elads, and the tiring
was splendid.
The Louisville lost 12, the DeKabb 17, and the Battler 2. The vessels, although much cut up, were ready for action in
half an hour after the battle.
The light
draught Battler, Lieut. Com. Wilson Smith,
and other light draughts, joined in the action,
when it became general, as did the Black
Hawk, Lieut. Com. R. B. Breeze, with her
rifled guns. Particulars will be given hereafter.
David D. Porter,
Acting Rear Admiral.
South America.
New York, Jan. lit.
Steamer America, from Aspinwall the 9th,
arrived at 11 o'clock to-night with 500 passengers. She sailed in company with steamer
Champion, both under convoy of the gunboat
Augusta, tlic latter separating from the America ou the 15th.
The Champion is below and will arrive up
about 1 or 2 o’clock.
Panama papers contain the following items
of news:
Brig Drummond, at Aspinwall from New
Vork, reports that she saw the pirate Alabama,
Dec. 23d, off the east end of Cuba.
Steamer Sonora reached Panama on the 3d
with a million and a half in treasure, $740,(100
for New York.
There was a severe earthquake in Guatamala
Dee. ID. Two towns were nearly destroyed .and
great damage was done to buildings in all

ALBION

There had been a subscription among the
Americans in Chili to aid sick and wounded
Federal soldiers.
Minister Muckie has been presented with a
Chilian flag to raise in Washington, as a pledge
of fraternity.

Provisions
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Proposals

City

Tomb.

Portland,
January 9th, 1863.

or

(
)
the

PROPOSALS will be received by
Committee
SEALED
Cemeteries and Public Grounds,
the othce of
until
ou

at
Mondav. the 28th
City Engineer,
inst.. for the construction of a Tomb in
Cemetery, as per plan- and spec i Heat ions which may
be seen at City Engineer's Office
The Committee
reserve the right to reject proposals not
satisiactory.
Per order of Committee.
A. K. SHURTLEFF, Chairman.
jat 9 tit

Evergreen

1

Fair Columbia !

j

fllHE attention of Music Dealers ami Booksellers
JL i-cabl'd to a new National Song, “FAIR COLUMBIA." by Eugkvb Batchkli>er Any one
enclosing 20 cents in stamps to W. Paine or H Packard. Portland, Me., will have a copy sent to him by
mail, postage paid. Liberal discount to the trade.
Jan 14 eodeowtf

{?o|»2irtii€»r»liip Notice.
EDWARD I1ANXAFOKD

MU.partner with
name

of the firm is

me ou

admitted a
18*53, and the

was

January 1.

A. 1*. MOHGAN& CO.
A. I*. MORGAN.
Janl9 d3w

Dissolution or Copartnership.
TITHE copartnership heretofore existing under the
is
I
name ami styje of III' HU ESS ftE(fS If < O
tin- day dissolved ov mutual consent.
Either party is authorized to use the name of the
firm iu liquidation.
CHAS. 8. BURGESS.
HENRY II BURGESS.
janl d3w
Portlaud, January 1, 1882.

MERCHANDISE.
A W U\
*>
dwJ

BoXKS

HF.ttRi.8a7~

MAGDALEN.

suitable for West India market

4.000 Boxes Extra Scaled,
1*10
Extra Largo Sealed,
1.500
No. 1.

Estate,

Bbls. PICKLED UF.BRING.
DANA dk CO.

800

janll

edislm

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISK!

Apples, Flour,

Together with

HOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.,

FAMILY

Ur Stairs

199

199

...

«r»«» Sf«l nnd XfM Beef.

Ticking.,

For »*;. by
ja»9 6w

BILKS, WOOLENS, DELAINES,
and all other good, usually found in

We

also

Agent,

for

Foy’s

Corset and skirt Supporter.
Portland. Jan Id. 1*13.

NOTICE

1 have just received

7IUW1
9\n
15*) Bbl*. Arcade
50
‘*6
5<*

XILLICZINICK TOBACCO,
mild, medium and ntrong. Also, a fine assortment
of SATURAL LHAt TOBACCO,
iucludiug the
celebrated “Mayapple" brand.
Our assortment of

Cbotre

Our

Country

,

SPRUCE

Exchange Street.

and it. Crisis.

prepared to re.|»ond to the call
of Association#, or Lecture i onimittee*. and
speak
upon either of the following topics
t. Oca Country—its Mission, its Crisis, its Delirerance and >atety.
2 The Nature, Foundation and Mission or
Civil tiOVEitxrent, with reference to our
present
national conflict.
3. Maine—its Position, Its Past, its Present, its Interest and Relations to the Country and it. Cri-is.
4. The Masonic Fraternity—its Relations to
the Country, the Oovcriimeut, and the Conflict—its
r uture Mission.
Liberal, with a view to reach the people.
ddry..
CYRIL

PEARL.

dcc2U4wd

DIMENSION.all

BEST BRANDS of Western and Canada
Family FLOUR can always be found at 372 Congresa street, at fair prices—tor sale by
WILLIAM* L. WILSON.
Portland, Dec. 10,1802.
eodtf

llobaon
oc30 d3ui

one

FOR SALE & TO LET.
For Sale or to be Let.
BRICK Hol'sK on Lincoln it/aB
In*
quire ai the MerehunU Bank
juil.tr

2**._
store on

and

and carry on the same kind of business
tirm. iu ail it* branches, at the old stand,

one

as

considerable

In the

given

of Middle and
Street.

Temple
JanlO

Store 98
l’nitfaioa

orer

A. T. DOLE.

TO RENT*
A modern built HOUSE. No. 30 Dan forth
street, suitable tor a genteel tamiJy—contain me fifteen rooms
Enquire of J.K. Kl.Nb, in rear of 80 Danforth
Street.
declMf

a

(

ON

o«pcr\ Shop

lo Let.

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’s*Whavt.
Inquire of J H HAMLEN,
Office on Hobson's Wharf.
•ep4tt
To Lt1!.
Chamber in* the

northerly
brick block,
of Lime and
of the
THE
Milk Streets, directly facing the market. Kent
commodious

ear-

oruer

new

ner

ow.

office of

Enquire

at

Sept- 15.

1903-_dtf

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
No. 27

Exchange St.

To Let.
The large House on the corner of Mid*
die and Willow Streets, recently oecn*
by Mrs. C. A. Richard* as a board*
Uoseession given immeding house.
ately. For particulars enquire of
JOHN O. TKOCTOE

filed

oc26 tf

REW ARD l

At. A fat. L. Railrontl Stock.

INIVE

Depot

story,

Building,

of

jau2 tf

expert*

DOLLARS will be given for the detection
and conviction of any person or persons stealing
papers from the doors of” our subscribers.
dec2n
PUBLISHERS OF THE PR-88.

■t/A
Olf

ITIilk Route for Kale.
inquiry at this office, or No. 1*2 Exchange 8L,
one can hear of a chance to buy a "MILK

ROUTE." in w hich there is not a customer who has
tailed to pay his twmtkly bill*. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may wish to engage in ;
the business, or to enlarge bis present "routs.*'
■ov!2 eodtf

TO 100 SHAKES WANTED by
WM H

jaul5 dlw

“Home

For

mHE undersigned, being about to change his busiJ. ihss, offers his stock and stand lor sale. This offers a ran* chance for a man with a few hundred dollars capital.
Applv to CHARLES J. CLARK.
Jau o —dtf
Cor. Congress aud Chestnut sts.

BY

immediately, inquire

manufacturing, but*

make arrangements w ith
sonic persou
having means, to operate a mill—either
cottou or woolen—and share the profits. Can give
best of reference as to character and abilitv
Please address B. WOODWARD, Box 117. Mouth
declSeorttm
Berwick. Maine.

Kale.

corner

s**cond
CHAMBERS
Middle street—Mitchell’s

to

Periodical

BAKER

Enquire at 96 State

the old

WASTED."

Book and

Floor,

on

80 Commercial Street.
HENRY H BURGESS.
1 HARLEM S. FOBES.
Portland. Jan. 1st, 1368.
janl dftw

w

( HAS.

TO LET.
Third

THE
streets.

COLORS, JAPAN, AC.,

euee

I.iiuk Wharf

To be Lrt.

—a lsoou Spring

subscrilier. having had
in connection with
TUE
without
ishes

Wharf, foot of H»*h Street.

*

y"——^———n

ship,

THE HOUSE ou the corner of Prospect and Casco streets—the basement
finished for a Store. A good stand for
a family Grocer.

capital,

LATHS. CLAF-

100 Bbla. Choice Brand FLOUR, fhr fkmifv wa*.
by
RUFUS l)FUR|Nr.r

IRIK

Land,

*bea.

Apply to
TO LET.
jai»17dlw*

Flour.

Flour,

Two Lots of
Spruce street.

WEC r,B* BW***M

l>sA

DooKS, SASHES. BLINDS,
BOARDS—kitted and Kongh.
OUTSIDE SASHES on band.

I'oKTLAMi, Ml,

r or

•*

—a Lao-

returned from three
THE
Tear* residence in Cai ada. to share the fortune#
of his native laud, is

j

Union

«•

44

to A K
SHooKS

undersigned, having

|

**

aooooo
6,00ft Sugar Box

LORINt.’S DRI’t; STORE,
Corner of

Augu-ra

FOB KALE.

hand, at

J*«5

<

44

•*

Imported t'insir*

PIPES
on

••

hicasaw

*•

200.010 feet line Shipping Boards.
26.0s) 44 Sprue* Frank.
60.010
('heap line Hoard*
Hn.fwai Fine ClaplMtani*—plane*!.
90.000 Spruce Clapboard*.
100,000 Extra U edar Slungl. a.
UKO. F FOSTER.
By
At the head of l'niou Wharf.
Portland. |Ve. 11th,
dtf

1. worthy n» all ahU bodnul men who lova a rood
•moto. MKKKSCIIAI M and HKIKK-KOOT

eoustantly

SOS,
95 Commercial Street.

BUSHELS Extra Mealin'Corn.
Fl f 4*» Bbl*. Stone Mill* Flour.

line lot of

a

MIA W k

At Wholesale !

jnn3 2in

SMOKERS!

TO

W. H

,,EKDS

BEEF.

Flour, Pork and Lard.
KtWt BBLS Hcmbcrford MUJ, Floor.
A* 200 Bt»l». r.e»r and Extra Fork.
50
Mew
100 Tuba Lard, from northern
Hogs, of our awn
For sale br
packing.
J. T KtH.F.RS k CO..
No. 129 Commercial Street.
Janl 3w

Store!

Goods

are

Store,

Silver Street.

janll fw

AT VERY LOW PRICES FOR THE TIMES:

Dry

NIUTHi

GOODS, 2,000 »EL8 Sew
aw Bl>l<. Wratern Mc-,«

Cotton, and

of

GROCERIES,

INoe. 6 A H

English. Erints,

A.

assortment

At hits New

-HAVE-

DRESS

good

« HAN. W.

STOKE-

Middle Street

...

a

-—FOR SALE BT—

H. C. LOVELL & SON,
-AT

Ac.

BBI.S BALDWIN ADDLES.
4,u<»» Lb«. DRIED APPLES
50 Tubs Him EH.
80
LAIJD
76 Bu*hel* BEANS.
300 Bbls FI4RK. different grade*,)

"irUlJ

20 HOUSES. •* price* from tlOOOto 18000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from t2uoto *3000.
2.00U.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAND.
2 STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.

LEADS,

for

1T~For particular* ace .mail bills.
T. L. JACOBS, Agent.

J*"17

anirrirc

illerling.

Citt

|

ADMISSION-3* Cevnta.
Door*open at 7—commencing at 8 o'clock.

TlilL

I

;

SUITABLE FOR CITY OR COUNTR Y TRADE.

niiiruiu.

decl8 dtf

YORK,

EDDY.

Either would be exchanged for a
good Dwelliug House*.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle Street,
X I MITCHELL,
Anuual Meeting of the Stockholders iu the ; Portland
novteodtf
MAINE INSURANCE COMPANY will be
held at the office of the Company, iu Augusta, ou
ME undersigned have this day formed a copartWednesday, the 28th day of January instant, at ten
o'clock A. M .tor the choice of officers, and the transnership under the tirm uame of
action of any other business that may legally come
BlTRCiiEKS, FOBE* A CO„
before them.
order
of
the
Directors.
By
J. ii. WILLIAMS. Secretary.
and will continue to manufacture
td
Augusta, Jan. 9. 19*33.
janlft

Annual

j

nruurwv

Augusta, Dec. 16, 1862.

BF.W

.tarted on > .hr.rt tour, during the build.
»ng ol their New Ot»era Hi.mm-, will appear aw above
iu two of their brilliant entertain menu. The
whole
under the management of

INVESTMENTS !

Kail Koad BoimK.

I

MMSTRELS,

BROADWAY.

Having

RESTAURANT.

Ptea.1

janl 8ra

HoLDF.RS

FROM 585

dee23 3m

CO.,

of the second mortgage Ho ids of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
l tin* interest
coupon# thereon due ou the 15th of Oc! tober. 1862. are hereby requested to deposit the same
in ray hands, for which receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificate# of #tock iu the
j Portland A Kennebec Railroad. (a new organization.) a# soon a# tbe book# aud cei titicates can be
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. S. CUSHING,
ny. Nov. 8, 1802.

Tnesdny Evening*,

GEO. CHRISTY’S

0. D. MILLER, Proprietor,

CRAB. U. ROOKKS.

1963.

uod

th k celebrated

U. 8. Hotel. No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

Rear

No. 129 Commercial Street,
January 1st,

Hall.

-ALSO,—

PORTLAND, Mb.

!

CJ i r y

Jun. loth a.ncl !JOtl».

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAIG1IT

Produce

and

Monday

-A LSO-

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IX

Flour,

DiseiiMioiit

TWO NIGHTS ONLY t

Meal* at all hoars, cooked to order.

X pursuance of the provisions of the Act of Congress entitled “An Act to provide Internal Revesupport the Government and pay the interest
1 ublic Debt,” approved July 1, 1802, 1 hereby
give notice that 1 have received from the Assessor of
Hie First Collect ion District in the state ol Maine,
his Return of the Taxes and Duties assessed in the
mouth of December, l* 12 -that the said taxi*# have
become due and pa> able, and that I will I* in at*
tendance at my office over 92 < i»mtnercia) itrwt,Portland. from the" 12th to the 24th day of January, 19»3.
tor the purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting
Licenses to all }»er«ous within that portion of the
I-irst District included in the fount v of Cumberland.
And 1 further give notice, and call attention to the
following provisions of the Act:—“All persons who
shall neglect to pay the duties and taxes so as aforesaid Assessed upon them, to the Collector or liis I>eputies, within the times above specified, shall ft. liable
to pay tarn per centum additional upon the amount
thereof."
And I would also call attention to the following
provision of the said Act ronecring License*:“If anv person or persons-hall exercise or carry on
any trade or business hereinafter mentioned, for the
exercising or earning on of which trade or busiue»s
a license is required by this Act, without taking out
such license as iu that behalf required, he, she, or
they, shall, for every such offenee.respectivelv forfeit
a |M*nalty equal lo three times the amount of the
duty
or sum of money imposed for such license.”
NATH L J MILLK.R.
Collector of the First Collection District iu the State
of Maine.
Portland, Jan. 10th, 1968.
janl3 dlOt

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Aow

Cooked in the best manner, at the

nue to
on the

General

akeisvited.

J8''15'

OYSTERS.

nov27 dtf

ROCJERS A

I'ublic

y.Vso/rMf. That the dictates of conscience depend
upon educa ion.
I’er order of Committee.
V M. CABS LEY,
8ety.

HEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

I

JOHN T. ROOEKS.

From Central and

places.

HI!

C0LLECTI0NJHSTR1CT,MAINE.

JOHN T

meeting of this Association for
Debates will be held Tbora7i o'clock, in theit

a sit

?V •*•*»*«*. J»« ^3. *t
Library Hail
Qu<‘«ition for

Jsadeodly

3-loth#.101}

FIRST

yr

The

no

tents.

)

budget of

•■•ay.

Georse Christy,

Michigan Southern,.
Jan. 19.
Michigan Southern guaranteed,.PV>.
rebel letters has l>een inMichigan Central. 07*
tercepted. They were taken from MaJ. laun- LUiuots Central scrip.
ders when he was recently captured otr
Charleston.
Some of them are dated as far
inter val revenue.
back as December, 1891, and the latest last i

Washington,

Another

U

j
EDMUND bUKKE.
Late Commissioner of Patent*.
“Mr. K. II. Eddy ha* made for me THIRTEEN
apWIkim> name alone is a sufficient
plications, on all but o.*ik of which patents have been
guarantee of the
gen Miners of this company.
granted, and that is noir pemlimj Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on hi* part
leads me to recommend all inventors to applv to him
First time here of ttie original piece entitled the
to procure their
patent*, a* they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
MISCHIEVOUS MONK BY I
cases, and at very reasonable charges."
JOHN TACO ART.
Received ererv where with *hout. of
luughter usd up.
the
eight
month*,
During
subscriber, in course of
plauac.
hi-* large practice, made on frir* rejected h i, icafirorge Christy an Jocko.
tions, SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVERY ON E of which
was decided in hit favor, by the Commiaaioner of PaDuring the piece the Monkey will feed a lira Mg.

United Mates demand note*.145
United States 6’* oue year certificates.9&J

A/r spa in; uca.

The neat

Ekctuueii
AT

TKRTIMONIALI.

Commissioner of Patents.
limitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and
frualtoorf*,, and more capable ot putting their application in a form to secure for them an early aud
favorable consideration at the Patent Office

•*

Itl. C. M. Association.

regard Mr Eddy as one of the wo.*/ cajtable noH
surceg^fuf practitioner* with whom I Pave had official intercourse.”
CHARLES MASON.

Dill providing
Government.
Mr. Hooper spoke in favor of the bill; al«o
in favor of a national banking law which will
Stock Market.
establish a uniform and secure system of bank- |
New Y'ork. Jan. 19.
ing throughout the country.
After further debate, without coiniu, to any j
United Mate# 6's 1881 coupous,.96
conclusion, the House adjourned.
7

T.easury

eort?.,X3:','i&re

“I

Molasses—uu let.
Freights to Liverpool—unchanged; cotton nominal; flour 2s; grain 6] ft 7d iu bulk and ships’ bags.
Wool—firm with a good demand.

into a Committee on the
ways and means to support the

ednesday Evening, Jan. at,
1^3,

ed iuveutor*.

“I have

Conn. will be deltv-

The Celebrated I. ieh
Orator,
MR. MAHON JONES.

taining patents.
All necessity ot a journey to Washington, to
procure a patent, and the usual
great delay there, are
sat

of ">«

-BY-

i

practice

Sugar--qulet: New Orleans 10] $ 12]
Coffee—quiet and firm

went

W

would »<lil that lie lias abundant reason to believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the charge* for profes-iouai service* so moderate
The immense
of the «ubscrib’ during twenty years past,has euabled liim to accumulate a \a.*t
collection of specification* and official decision* relative to patent*.
These, besides bis extensive library of legal and
mechanical works.and full accounts of paten** granted in the United State* aud Europe, rende him able,
beyond question, to oiler superior facilities for ob-

here

L*C'"re

«

Lectures.

NEW CITY
HALL.

touching

Racon—firm.

were

an

AFTER

h

T“r^d

extensive practice of upwards of twenty yeai a,continues to secure Patent* in the United Stat«>s; also in Great Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, Specification*, Bond*,
Assignment*,and all Papers or Drawing* for Patents,
executed 011 liberal term*, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Patent* or Inventions—ami legal or other advice rendered in all matters
the same. Copies of the claim* of any
Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar
Assignment* recorded at
fVashingtou.
The Agency is not only the largest in New
England, but through it inventois have advantage * lor
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed by, if not immeasurably superior to. any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The testimonial* below given prove that none is
more successful at the PATEN r Of f K K
than the subscriber; ami as SI < ( K.SS IS THE BUST

|

seat

A.

Agent if l S. Patent Other, Washington,
(under the Act of $37.)
76 State Street, opposite Kilby
Street,
B O W T O N

|

a

Foreign

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Patents.

R. II. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

Late

..

c.,^a...

GREECE.

It is

—.

Treatment of Union Officers.
Baltimore, Jan, 18.
Advices from Fortress Monroe op to yesterday, state that Col. Ludlow, from City Point,
says that all commissioned officers of the United States captured after the 12th of January
will be handed over to the governments of the
Ststes where captured. Fie Says it is highly
probable thftt all officers captured before the
12th will be released. There are a large number of Murfreesboro’ prisoners now at Richmond.
Rebel

SENATE.

u

Madrid journals say that ail the resignations
recently tendered have been accepted. Those
resignations agitate both conservatives and
liberals.

go, and

formances in our

'in...

SPAIN.

—

■

XXXVII CONGBESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Jan. 19.

WOOD.

^Vg-ain!”

undersigned would inform bis old friend*
rpiIE
and the public, that alter an absence of twenty*
I
five years, he ha* returned to his native place and

purchased

of Mr. Thomas Richards his

iuteres*

in

the

Washington

Street

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
close application to business. and au endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.
OOO/I FA.MIL

quantities4

HI. HR IRISH.
r FLOUR by the barrel, or in lccc
dec# tf

Stork 10 i>c ad ral.
American retiiicd

THE MARKETS.

MISCELLANY._

Hough.Of<l,

Examiner, Jan. 9.
Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
The Delight* ol the Kcbel Capital.
Expressly corrected for the Thkhs to Jauuary 14.
On the habitable globe there is no place so
Jn (vUiitional duty of Hopm
delightful as the capital of the southern con- 10 t>c is Irritd on at! m< r- !>uty 6c lb.
lint own, ioua.
a
will
For
residence
it
14 ft to
cnanume nor import
permanent
federacy.
the place of pm
Iron.
compare with the cities of Arabian romance. j reef from
or grotrth.
i Duty
and
duction
Pig
Stamp SO,
Haronn Alraschid would go mad with joy if
A«he».
i Bur not exceeding £60 p
he could become a citizen of Richmond. A
lo
ad
val.
ton
mine
SIT
Pc
ton, exp
Duty
Pearl p lb.7J<S> 8
six months' residence in one of our hotels or
ceding f*5o p ton £18,
than
inch
P°*
*
less
thick
or
±
j
..~iW
boarding houses would afford Scheherazade
more than 7 inches wide,
Apples.
materia! lor a story that would keep the sulrounds less than i inch
Green pbbl.160^1 7
tan awake tor the remainder of his natural
Sliced p lb.6*a61 c or more than 4 inches in
Cored p lb .to (t/ i
diameter, and squares
life, eveu supposing that life to lie prolonged
less than j inch or m«*rc
Lncored p lb
2|ft 3
beyond the brief days of Methusaleh, or more
than 4 inches square S20,
Bread.
extended years of the Gods ol liindostan.
Railroad
812 60, Boiler
Duty 30 Pc.
There are people of rude tastes wrho talk eloPilot p 100 tbs. *61 @ 6 I aiul Plate £25 P ton,
41
4
of
Sheet
ft
2rt2^C p fb and
Europe. Ship
quently of tile great capitals
£3 ft 5 P ton.
Crackers per bbl. 4ftJ 3 j
There are men who love to live even in Paris.
:
100
Common
86
Crackers, p
ft40
3jaj-8]
Human nature is very strange. But persons
Kellucd
Butter.
4ft 41
of refinement and of culture, the world over,
Swede.C ft
Duty 4c p lb.
could they ouly he apprized of its incomparaFamily p lb. ...22^24 Norway. 0} a, 7
Store.10 ft 17 cant steel.22 «24
ble attractions, would liy with the speed of
iicrman Steel... 14 al8
Beans.
ravenous eagles to Richmond, as the most deMarrow p busb*2 50ft2 7 Knglisli|Blis.Steel.18 ftl7
sirable residence perhaps in the whole unipea.2 76(ft3 0
Blue IVd.2 37 ft2 *1 ! Sheet iron, Engl Sift1 oj
verse.
Sheet Iron,Ruaua.17 ftl8
4 it utiles.
We speak calmly, for wc desire to excite no
do
Has iin’t. .13 ft 14
Duty Sperm and JVax*c
anticipation that cannot he superabundantly
hard.
St ear me 6c, Talloir 2}<
realized. Consider the innumerable delectaBarrel,
lb
p lb
lOJalOl
p
Mould p lb.lSJcftl Kega, p th
lo*ftiic
tions of this metropolis. It is the seat of tile
hnilhcr.
.ft36
Sperm
confederate government. So careful has Hie
but u 80 pc ad ral.
Pheese.
New York, light .28 ft3»c
president been in tlie selection of his associ- Duty 4c p lb.
do. md. wta. .30 a 31
ates that there is no member of his cabinet
Vermont p lb .11 ftl2
30 ft31
Country.101 ft 1 do. heavy
who is not profoundly versed in the sciences
do. ala tic liter. 32 a34
Coal—{Retail.)
ancient
while
of
them
and in
languages,
many
Cal Akins. 75 a.86
Amor.
Prorinc
Hr.
From
Duty
speak Coptic familiarly. The lowest messenes free, other foreign Hi SPter Wax Leath.19 (ft 20
head.
tu me nous *1 10, all oth
ger iu tlie most obscure department has hisDuty Pig 14c P lt>
er kinds 00c P ton.
tory at his lingers’ ends and tlie philosophy of Cumberl’d
Am. Pig p Io0tb.*9l'ft 91
ton.*10^11
p
abstraction in the palm of Ilia hand. A puriForeign l'ig
9*ft 9?
Whiteash.10 ft
Sheet and Pipe.. lOjftlOj
ty of life, a dignity of manner, an elegance
Lehigh .10ft
Lint**.
10ft
in conversation, a deptli of thought and an
Franklin
bub/ 10 Pc ad ral.
Csffee.
urbanity of disposition, mark each and every
Kockland. ca*k .68 ft76c
Duty: 6c p lb.
member of the administration and all of their
Lumber—From yard.
.lava 4* lb.35 'ft-lO*
subordinates, to a degree which has never
St. Domingo.30 “31 Clear Pine. No. 1.188 (ft
do.
No.2 34 ft
Bio .32 ft 33
been approached in the annals of political sodo.
No.3 24 ft
ciety, and which renders an acquaintance Mocha.None.
do.
No. 4 14 ft
Cordage.
with them a happiness almost unspeakable.
Mantl
Shipping Lumber.17 ftl8
Duty Tarred2}c,
Free and coniial association with natures so
la'21. allother 34 p lb Snruoe. .10 ft 11
p lb
13$al4j Hemlock .8 ftift
lofty and so endowed cannot fail to ennoble American
Kussia Liemp.10jal7 Box Sh’ks.(caah) 48 a 55c
all who come iu contact with them. It is
Manilla.18jal4 Clapb'ds, S ext £14 a. 18
do.
P
30 a 32
enough to move one to tear* to think of the
Boltrope, Russia lojal7:
and
of
the
morals
Mauilla.14 (ftl6 Shingles, Cod. ext 2pft 3
do.
unapproachable supremacy
do.
No.12 a 24
Cement.
manners of Richmotid iu the great future
do. ext. Pine 8j ft 3}
p bbl. SI aOftl 3!
Which awaits us.
1 (lift] 25
Laths. Spruce.
Drag* and l>ye«.
But it is not in high official circle* only
Pill"
(tuna
1 26 gj 1 Hi
do.
Duty: p lb—<Hl
30 a.35
that the delights of Richmond life and society
man 92. Oil Almonds an* Hod Oak Staves
Oil Mol. Hhd. Shooks
Iff to of Hose SI 50,
ase to be found.
The elfcte, vapid and conk llea^s.city 2 75ft 2 87
Her gamed. Cassia ana
ceited race of F. F.'s lias been submerged un- :
(’lores *1, HydriodaD Sugar do. city. 27.W2 87
do. do. c't'rv.l 25ftl 50
Potash 75c.( antharide*
from all parts of the confederacy and elseMastic, Ipecac, Rhubarb (.reenCo'y sa d 1 100a 1 20
Cardamons, Oil Lemon Country Kit! Mol.
where. The fantastical days of the Wick- |
llhd. Shooks.. 1 35ft 1 50
Anise and Orange, lo
hams, Gambles, Randolphs, Leighs and Wirts
ainct**c, kmboimi'
tin
have passed away iorever. We rejoice in a
fined
lie
Uooiw.828
vg.30
Camphor 90c,
new era and a
4<>c, Tartaric Acid 2*»c (lack nit tack Timmiscellaneous population,
ber. F tun.-10a 16
('ream Tartar, Citri*
troubled with none of the ridiculous airs of
M olnmeii
Acid. Shellac, ('opal, ha
the so-called gentry.
6c F gal.
mar and hums used foi Duty
like purposes l«Hr, Aloes Cienflign*.86o 36
The olden times have passes! away.
Chlorate oj ’Trinidad.!35 a .36
Verdigris,
And glorious are the new.
Cuba

Trn».
I>uty 20c

From the Richmond

soft,
.4J@6
T wine*
Jhity 35 |>c ad rat.

MEDICAL.

lb.

SPEER'S

Haloing.45 (g>50

I crap
_42 % 50
ndia. 20o<25

Furniture.£2 (a} 3
Tobacco.
Leave* unmanu ar- 'oach.3 { /i, 5
tured 25, at! other kinds Jamar.4
W ool.
86 4*c ad rat.
6'«&10’s best br’da.70 (®76c Thtty: ranting 18c |> lb
1
medium. .66
and undvr 5 i>c, over 18c
do.
do.
common. 60 «♦*.2
to 24c \* lb 3c, over 24c
9c t> lb.
halflbsbest br'ds.78 (g.80
do. m<*d.good 66 a70 1 ■'leecc.45 ®56c
do. common. .60 (a62 .ambi.45 „a53
Natural Leaf, tbs SI
If Zinc*
Fancy, in Foil.1 \(g^ 2 'hi ty In blockn or pigs
T in*
IT>,
ljc, in sheets 2c
Dnty Pig 16c, /'fates 26! manufactures gf 30
ad rat.
4*c ad rat.
Bauca, cash.43c'j3> 44 ’igt» and slabs.5J(® 5i
oilman n. 11 [a 12
Straits, cash. 40 (a.42 ! Ibeet
Flatea-C har.I.C S12ial3 ! dioathing. .90
do.
I X .16 a 16
Kichnnvr.
Coke.11 j a 12 iOndoD—40a. 1 48 (S> 158
W oo«l.
’aria.J"3 82*,g8 90
Hard, retail.£8 'a)

Baltimore

Potash,

plug adorning

arh.

(

Magnesia

6c, Boraric Acid, Yet Ion
Prussiate Potash an*
fled do. 10c, Liquorice
Oralic Arid and Sugai
of Lead 4c. Asphalt un
and Bi-Ckro. potash 8r
Sago 14c, Epsom Salts
Liquorice Root, Bi-Carb
Soda, Caustic Soda lc
Castor <Jil 60c ft gal.
Morphine §2 p oz.. At
um 80e t> act.,
Cppperoi
60c petc/., Muriatic Ac
id 10 pc ad ral„ Spong
es,
Assnfatida. /sin
glass. Elor Sulphur.Sen
ini, Arrowroid, tiinseiif,
20 pc. Bleaching Powders 30c p art., Sag*
50c pcwt., SalSo*!a*m*
Sod« Ash fc P tt>, Crudt

the comers of our principal thoroughfares.—
Here are the useful anil industrious frutia of
the departments at Washington. The new
man, the garroter is here—though we see him
not, save in tlie prints of his lingers on the
throats of unarmed citizens. In the palatial
stores on Main street, once inhabited by Vankees devoted to tlie Union, we find brawny
Italiaus vending apples at half a dollar apiece,
and nondescript Southerners selling minute
plugs of wretched tobacco at twenty-live
cents.
Stout Marylanders occupy rooms on
the cross streets, and there throw away blockade boots and shoes with reckless liberality.
Able-bodied refugees, from God knows when*,
swarm In our cellars, and abandon themselves
with a noble self abnegation, to tlie traffic In
putrid oysters mixed with mean whiskey.—
Substitute agents follow their unremuncrative
vocation in itamelcss places; extortioners roll
in the wealth accumulated from everything
that the earth produces, or the hand of mail
can
fashion; bawds, arrayed in the silks of
Tyre and Sidou, and in the jewels of Samarearn!, illumine and perfume our sidewalks;—
gamblers erect their sumptuous towers on every baud; whilst, as if to crown Ibis splendid
concentration of social ornaments, the verminous deserter parades his rags in ostentatious defiance alike of civil and of military

Brimstone 83 and Bob
tin. $6 p ton. Alcohol40<
P gal.
Alum p tt>.4 ft fx
Aloes.3" a 31
Arrow Root- 17 «40
2* aim
Borax
4 n 6
Brimstone (roll)
Bi-Carb. Soda.6j a6j
Sulphur.6 ft 6j
Sal Soda. .8jft 4
M
Cream Tartar.85 @66
14
Logwood ex.12$<g.
Magnesia .2^ @38
Indijin, M'la. line Slf « 2
Madder.17c« 18

Camphor.140iftl

Opium.*9 «.9|

Khubarb.2 0*> a 22-

autliority.
The variety

Alcohol.87 (0,95
of our people is not their only
Fluid.1 10 ftl 21
charm. We Are told that the worn out race
Camphene.29>> *i
which once inhabited this city were distinSalt|H*tre.11 f«-23
ft
guished for their gentle manners. No such ; Vitriol..12
O^rwAMii.
effeminacy characterizes tlie lusty and enterfluty Free.
Barwood ..2fS?
prising imputation of the new era. The spirit
Brazil Wood.13 @
of freedom is broadly manifest in them. It is
Camwood .4J@ 4j
in
the
Italian
beautifully exemplified
fruiterer,
Cuba
2 a, 2:
Fustic,
who with difficulty retains from kicking you
Sevanvilla lf« 2
out of doors if you refuse to pay him a dollar
Hypcruic.4fft 5
Logwood,
an ounce for his |K'atiuts.
The small tailor
Cainpeachy.2 @24
suddenly become rich, is speechless with inSt. Domingo.lj.u 2
oaa min
w
uinnriiu
uis
ui^uauuii ii ju'i ii.il
Extract Log wood. 12 jo 14
dignity in ;lie contemptible operation *>l mend- Nic Wood. ft
Peach
.3? o 4
ing your clothes. Tile cobbler, once too hapRed
8}a 3i
py to half-sole your shoes, scowls at you fu.2 ft
Sapan
riously if you approach him on any such mis- (quercitron Bark. 2fa 2]
Rod Sanders.3 ft 6
sion, now that leather is worth its weight in
l>ark*
gold. The saddler, the gas titter, the grocer,
fluty 30 pc ad val.
the tallow-chandler, the merchants ill coal and
Ravens .45c ft
in wood—in fact, all who have aught to sell,
Portland, No. 3. 90 ft
No. 10.62 ft
indulge the insolence ol |iecuniary independNavy, 8’r, No. 3. 89
ence to a degree which makes intercourse w ith
No. 10. 61
them inflnituly exhilarating. The entire abTent Duck,
aenre of
on
the
10
of
our
S.
ox.66
U.
obsequiousness
@
part
"
12 02 .66 ft
modern shopkeepers is one of the most enPrathers*
couraging features of the new times in this
fluty 30 pc <*d rat.
confederation.
Live Geese P !b 50 @66
An exceedingly low estimate of the fascinaRussia.25 ft
Pish.
tions of the life in Richmond would be formed
w».M/n>vn
if the account should not include the nominal
Herring £ 1,
caught
Mackerel 02, Salmon 93,
prices of provisions, the astounding he alt life 1and all other pickled in
ness of the air and the abundance of the prebbl*. 01 6»i p f'l.l *tht r»
cious metals. Space does not permit us to
From
true 60c p cwt.
dwell at length upon these engaging features
Pro ri nee* free.
of Richmond existence during the second war
Cod large p qut. £4a 41
'*
small.3a, 3i
for independence. When a poor man is coma 2;
pelled to buy offal of opulent millers at a price Pollock.21
Haddock,
lii 1
which would stagger a millionaire, and when
Hake.l&SnlTi
beef, at sixty or eighty cents the pound, reHerring,Shorepbl.4 « 4:
do. Labrador., nolie.
moves every molar in the Jaw ot a man’s head,
do. Sca!edpbx.83a40<
and reduces his
to the circumference :

I
1

Portland mid >r\v Vork Strainers.

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

The

splendid and fast Steamships
"CHESAPEAKE.” ('apt. Willett,
and
"PARK ERSBURt*,”
( aptain
Hoffman, will, uutil further notice,

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY. and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P.*M.
These vessels are lifted up with tine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, sate and
between New York
i comfortable route for travellers
and Maine. Passage 95.00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
(■oods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec. Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.
run

John.
Shippers

requested to send their freight to the
steamers a*early as 3 ]'. M., ou the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KUiJHV & FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
B ( KOMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
H
are

New York
I>ec. 6.18 12.

!
|

‘"w

—

bicuspids

of a cambric needle (if lie have the hardihood
to attempt to chew it.) every candid mind must
confess that tile journalist, who is generaly presumed to l>e indigent, has little scope to the
exercise of his powers beyond the mere recording of the markets and the latest sales at auction. The eloquence of bare quotations transcends the abilities of any editor, however
gifted, and throw s him at once into that vast
herd, whose empty stomachs are an ample excuse for their gaping astonishment at the unprecedented altitude in the charges for the
commonest necessities of life.
And if it were
possible for the half nourished tiodv to withstand
the encroachment of disease, it would tie a consolatlon to the citizen of Richmond to know
that lie dwells in a perfect store house of maladies, and may take his pick at any hourof the
day or night of the deadliest calamities that
afflict the human frame. To lie the prey of
the most lingering and loathsome contagions
is surely not altogether desirable, hut churlish
indeed must be the sufferer who, in the midst
of his acutest sufferings, cannot Hud abundant
solace in the reflection that lie can pay his doctor in shinplasters, and that when he dies, as
he certainly will, he will lie hurled in tl.c suiturb* of Richmond, among a counties* throng
of one-legged soldiers, courtesans, garroters
and blackleg*.

X

n
M
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HAIR RESTORER
AND

H

ZYLOBALSAMUM ?

STAGE fONNErTIONB.

Rev C. A
Assistant Treasurer Am riran Bible Union, N. Y. City.
write*
I very cheerfully add ray testimony to
that of numerous friends to the great value of Mr*.
S. A Allen s World's Hair Restorer and Zylobalsa*

a

w

mum

Rev WM. CUTTER, N Y.
My hair is changed
City:
to its natural color, and
growing on bald spot.”
Rev J. H CORNELL. N Y. City: “I procured it
fora relative. The falling of the hair stopped, und
restored it from being grey to its natural and >eautiful color."
Rev. J WEST, Brooklyn, LI: “I will testify to
their value in the m >st liberal sense. They ha\
restored ray hair where It was bald, and, where
grey, to its original color
Rev A WEBSTER, B >*ton, Mass : "I have used
them with great effect. I am now neither bald
nor grey.
My hair was dry and brittle; it Is now
•oft as in youth
Rev H Y. DEOEN, Boston, Maas
“That they promote the growth of the hair where baldness is, I
have the evidence of my own eyes.”

SAM BIXT
celebrated in

qualities

j

]

Quebec

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third ( la**, 985. First Class. 877 to *92—according
to accommodation,—which iuclude* tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.

Prepaid

and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.

Excursion ticket* to the World's Fair, out and
back. 818*1.
Apply to Edmonstont, Allan & Co., Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

HO T E Ji S.
■ucamiic iiorsE.

Tar (foreign)B bbl.813a 16
I’itch (Coal j ar). 84fa
Itoein.18 a 20
TurjH titine pgu1 2 80 a2 86
Oakum.

181 11 AtroYKi Street.Boa to k.
Formerly Mansion House—conducted on
_the
plan. The subscriber ha*
d the above House, and newly furnished it
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
A. P. MORRISON, Proprietor.
dec27

European

Duty Free.
American.8]@ 9J
Oil.
I tutu
<»ther

Sperm, Whale and
Fish Oils tf for- i
fisheries
2»» |*C ad
"ELJI HOI’S E.”
rign
vat.. Linseed, f/empset d
a i) d
seed
23c
TI1K
F qal.,
Rape
undersigned respectfully informs the
Olive 23c, Salad 50c,
public that he ha* leased the above House,
Palm. Seal and Cocoaon Federal Street, Portland.
*id invite*
nut 10c |» gal.
the travelling community to call and see if
Cortland Reroeene
he know* “how to keep a hotei." Cleau,
w
a
airy rooms, g<M>d
Illumiuatg Oil 55 a*a»c
cll-pro% idt*d t-ible, attentive servants and moderate charge* are the induceMachine.80 (& 82
Clan lie.
ment* he hold* out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the “Forest City."
Sperm Winter
208^210
V\ hale, ref. Wint 98 <«h»0 j
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
do.
Crude.90 iu92
dtt
Portland, Aug. 19, 1862.
‘•rand Rank and
Bay Chaieur §26 a 29
CENTRAL HOUSE,
Shore.24 a26 |
Linaecd.81 32a 135 1
E. G.
Roiled.
1 36 a 1 40
Lard Oil.1 <*>aTl %
PASSADUMKEAO, MAINE.
Olive Oil.176a 180 !
c met or Oil.
206a2 10
THE subscriber would very respectfully anNeat afoot Oil.. ..106al 12 I
nounce to his numerous friends, and the
Onion*
public generally, that during the temporary
P bbl.83 37 a 3 59
__(CompaMory suspension of ni* business be
P bu*h.1 »*al 33
furnished this well-known house anew, and is
Fa ini*.
now better than ever prepared to wait upon hi* cusDuty (hi White Lead dry ! tomers. and hope* by strict attention to their want*
or ground in oil and Red
to merit a continuance of the
i*atronage which he ha*
Uad 82 40 p Itt) lb*.
hitherto received.
L. G. MAYO.
Litharge 2|c, Oxide gf \
dftwtl
Paa*adunikcag. Juue 23. 1862.
Zinc'lie F *b, /‘russian
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
BATH
Yellow. I enetian Red 25, !
Spanish Hr own dry 20, I
C. M. PE IT M M K
in oil do pc ad ral., Yet- |
low and other Ochres 50c
386, Washington St., Bath.
F 10U ft*. Paris IYhite
dry 6i*c, in oil 81 6rt,
•.•Terms 91 per day. Stable conn* A
Whiting 50c p 100 fbwith house.
C’tl'd Lead, in oil.810a 104
Bath. June 23.1862.
dtf
Lewie Load,
.1*m a
Ilostou Lead, "
9* a.
\
French Zinc,
SAGADAHO(K
I‘>al0|
Amer. Zinc. '* ..8 «8J
Alfred. Carr,
Rochelle Yellow. .3 i*v 31
Fug. Yen. Red-3
3]

|

Mayo,

Proprietor.

<

—

HOTEL,

.By

in]

1

BATH, MAINE.

Lead.lo£c

THE City of Bath i* one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve mile*
from the sea, and afford* one of the most
uviuug retreat* from the dust and turmoil of our
large citie*.
The Saoadabock is one of the flne*t, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the .state, located
within thaw* minute* walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Lauding, Post Office, Custom House. Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

Fla*t§r.
Free

Soft.1 75a 1 78
Hard.1 60a 1 ‘2

Cer ton

__6 00a650

rw*

Duty

B*cf and Pori lc,
Lard, Baton and Ham*
2c, Putter amt ('kerse 4c
Cb'go Mess Bee 1812 a.14
Portland do.
12} a 13
P’tPd ext. do.
14 a 14}
Pork, extra clear 17 al8
clear.16
Pork,
ft 17
Pork, mess. 15
Pork, extra do
Pork. Prime.
Ex Prime
Hound Hogs.

Teroaa Moderate by the Week or Day.
Bath, June 23. 1862.
dtf

FAIRBANKS'

...

Veal.none.
Pickles, p bbl_£7}ft 8}

.4]

bus).92

(

are

of the beat
durable in

Hire.

K u ns.
Portland distilled 53 fa 55c
Snle ruins.
Sal.-ratus p ib.7c
Salt.
Duty% In hull 18c, and in
6*1.7* 24c P 100 lbs.
Turk’s Is., p hhd.
(8
8TV53 25
Liverpool.2 506/8 00

long experience

They

Duty: Cleaned lie, Paddy jc p lb
Rice p lb.6]® 7i

suggest.

principle. thoroughly made,
materials, and are perfectly accurate and
operation.
For

One.—(Vanity

dress,

as

BUTCHERS', GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS’, CONFECTIONERS’ and GOLD

SCALES!
:

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

g

New Works !

f>j

CASEY'S U. S.

TACTICS,
Army Regulations.

(lingerie. Pep- j

1

Exchange

#81

laye

Land in

Franklin,

ABOUT

each!

j

$2j
10c#

...

..30^31

GEORGE

|

flowage.

('anary.8]#

present

.9J#

TO

ON

—

BROWN,

THE

i

SIXTEEN YEARS
| engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a fact so
! well known to many Citizens,Publishers. Merchants,
! Hotel Proprietors. Ac., that he is much recommended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, more numerous in Boston tl.au other
large cities,

m w

expectations ot purchasers. The m
PH’# ri.TRA ha* been readied at last in TODD'S
HAIR DYE. and the article has giveu entire satisfaction to every person who ha* used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—•which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority ot Todd's Lux Sofia ll*ir Dve over

j!
I

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
•eptlfltf
RICHARD'S

WATER !

They

pass

or more

negobservation

yet every part of the body is dependent up*

n

Poor Hirharri's Eye find Par Wntri
Isa

and

Me.

11

exsox,

rare

Pastor of the Broad Street

Philadelphia.
of this

If any
a

Baptist

has doubts

remedy, they may learn

by addressing

value

one

note of

more

inquiry

as to

to

practical

Mr. II.

Philadelphia. Oct. 17, 1£62.
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, it
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my waking life was embit-

tered, and I was frequently unable to sleep
A variety of remedies bad besn resorted
out

at

to withand I entertained the purpose, as a Iasi
having the ball takcu out of its socket, ic

resort,of

I the hope of thus finding relief.
In the meantime, most providentially, I

noticet

day in a shop window a bottle of POOH RICH
AKU'S EYE WATER. I had never heard of it be
fore, but determined to try it, and did, with the mos
i delightful results. In a very few days the paiufu
irritation was removed; 1 could bear the stronges
| light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a uew life
1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and i
ray eye seem* at all disposed to annoy me, I give it
dose, and that is an end of it. 1 would not be with
one

it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion t<
say, further, that my wife used to suflbr severely a1
times from protracted pain in and over her eve>, am:

|

I
j
!

(irateful to Cod for the benefit that I
I

MEN SON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
CfT“Numerou8 cert.ficates of a similar characte
P. 8.

might

{From Hon. Lot M Morrill.)
Having used Anderson' Spring Bed Bottom, I

can

excellent article.
LOT M MORRILL.

as an

Mr. I>. K Frohock has tarnished the beds in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," and
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring lied Bottoms'- for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything I had anticipated. My wile, who is feeble, him
one of
had no good rest tor six months till
these beds. She would not part with it on any acKiev. John allen.
count.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1862
one

merits my
Tha Bed Bottom 1 bought of you
expectations, and is tally up to your high recommendations. I would eheerhilly recommend it to all who
their slee[|ingaparlments.
desire to improve
1

tally

Augusta. April 16, 1962.

Al STAPLES,
N. WILLIAMS.

A

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,"
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are iu need
of such an article; and 1 believe it to be superior to
anvthing of the kind now in use.
Rkv. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12, 1962.

codlr

be furnished.

DOLE

Poor Richard’s Eye and Ear Water
truly a Sovereign Remedy for luflamed and Dis
eased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness
Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neu
ralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed inti
the ear by a small glass tube, w hich, together witl
the Water, may be obtained at the principal I)ru{
Stores in this city. Prick 26 cents per Pottle
Is

Tubes 6 Cents.
II II HAY and W

Ac

MOODY,

houses—
Penobsot
Franklin

Exchange. Bangor.
House. Bangor.
Skowhcgan House. Skow began.
Lewiston House. Lewiston.
Wiuthrop Mouse, Wlnthrop.

GENERAL

!

Commission

merchants,

AND WHOLESALE

DEALERS

Elmwood House. Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House. Vassalboro.
Hallowed House. Hallowell.
China House. China

IN

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE
No. ft Galt Block Commercial Street,

F.

PHILLIPS, Wholesal

MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

ANDREW T.

June 23.

DOLE

FRANKLIN C MOODT.

eodtf

I

delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for
number of years confined his attention to
PRIVATE
diseases of
certain class
a

s
During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and ia no ia*iane»
has be met with a failure
The remedies are mild,
and there la no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning anti! 10 at night, at his office, ft Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a care guaranteed
n all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen bat the Dr himself.
His remedies care disease
when all other remedies tail; cure# without dieting
or restriction in the habits of the patient: cures without the disgusting snd sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a lew hoars; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rauk aud poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in vouth,
the effects of which are pain and diiziaess 'in the
head, forget Oil ness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating In consumption or inIf neglected, are speedily and permanently

fils

sanity
cured.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned if desired. Address
DR J. B HUGHES,
No. ft Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
Jell—dfcwtfft
0^Send stamp for Circular.

Cushnoc House, Augusta,
Abbott's School. Farmington.
Eaton Boys* Boarding School,

Kent’a Hill.
juilTdA w6na

e

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

j FURNISHING

UNDERTAKER,
Eicliaige street, Portland,
rear of 411 Congress Street,
keeps conon hand all the various kinds of

No. Ill
Residence

stantly

COFFINS

AND

Now

in

CASKETS,
Use,

And will muke o order anything of this kind that
may be ordered, -t short notice, from the cheapest to
the vert best
H> giving my strict and undivided
attention to the
lining and trimming
of the above. 1 can tarnish them cheaper thau any
one else
JAMES P SLEEPER.
Aug. 6.1889.

maiiutacturing.

At a Corur or Pkobatb held at Portland, within
and tor the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-three.
TEWKSBURY. Executor of the last
Will and Testament of John Gower, late of
Portland iu said < ountr. deceased, having presented
his first account of administration of said estate for

JONATHAN

probate:

it teas Ordered. That the said Executor give notice to all persous interested, by causing notke to be
published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they mav apto be held at said Portland,
pear at a Probate Court
next, at ten of
on the first Tuesday of
the clock In the fbrenoon. and show cause. If any
the
same
should
not
be allowed.
whv
have,
they
WILLIAM G BARROWS. Judge.
A true copy, attest,
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
80 w3w

February

Franklin House, Augusta.

PORTLAND. M*

Agents.
novl3 dCra

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public

4

Infirmary.-

Established for the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Homer and

pleasure

occupying

to ensure an answer.

Boston, Jan. 1. 18G3.

recommend it

Having become tally satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom." 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfullv recommend them to the public.
Dr. N R. BOUTELL.
Waterville. May, 1861.

complaint*.

lar

[From Hon. Josiah H Drummond.)
‘Anderson Sprtug Bed Bottom,' and
pleased with it.
JOS 1A11 11. DRUMMOND.
Portland. July 23, 1962.
am using the
am very much

Augusta, Aug. 5, 1962.

DB. Hl'GHES'

Eclectic Medical

I

I

i

Syrup

I* the first und only remedy ever offered to the public tor the effectual'removal of the A scarifies, or llnWorms, from the humuu system. The high reputatlon it bus established in the last two years, aad the
fart that it is fast superseding all other worm remedies. Is the best test of its great merit.
CF*ft af»*rdt RELIEF in t wenty-four htmrt, and
an entire cure it warranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always used when physic is required.
erpeciaily
for children. It corrects the secretions, give* tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It it purely r\f Vegetable
Extractt, and alwayt t*\fe and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall 4 KucasL.218r.reeawicb street; in Boston by t»so. C. Goodwi* 4 Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
.Sold in Portland by U. li. HAY and ail the priucideefi 3m
pal Druggists.

nf nrilnr

nut

We have introduced several of the Justly celebrated “Audersou Spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We giva this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guest* speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w d McLaughlin * son.
Franklin House. Bungor. Me.
May 12.1663.

prepared

1

tA

healthy

spring

suppressions,

havi

but commend the prep
•ration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
cannot

li.hln

testimonials:

eheerfulfv

No. 21 Endicott Street, Boston.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dol-

j

mil

Commercial House Portland. June 16. 1*62
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring lied Bottom" into
after trial, 1 pronounce it to be
my house, bed.
an easv and
1 am u-iug several kinds
of
bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
tally equal if not better than the best.
N J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

DIX'S

j

j
■

she has found Poor Richaud's Eye Water a sovereign specific in her case, giving her almost instate

personally received,

.lid

THE
rpo
1 1>1A

out

relief,

department,

t._V..

LADIES. The celebrated DU. I..
particularly invites all ladies who need a
Medicai or SttrgirtU adviser, to call at his Rooms.No.
which they will
21 Endicott street, Boston, Mass
find arranged for their *{>ecial accommodation!
Dr. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it is uow conceded by all (both iu
this country and in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioner* in the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female
Hi* medicines are prepared w ith the express purpose of removing all diaea-es, such a* debility, weakness. unnatural
enlargements of the
womb, also, all discriarge* which flow from a morbid
state of the blood.
The Doctor is uow fully
to treat iu hi* peculiar style, both medically and surgicallv, all diseases of the female sex, and they are
respectfully invited to call at

Frohock,

TIII8

( ominunications samay rely on him with the
strictest secrecy aud confidence, whatever inav be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, marril'd or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must coutaiu one dollar
to insure an aiiswer.
Address Dr. L. Dix, N'o.21 Endicott street,Bo*ton,
Mass.
lio-ton. .Ian. 1.
ly

I

Fin-'W’orm

granted October, 1%32.

K.

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
been iu use a sufficient length of time to shew
that it gives eutire satisfaction and actually is tba
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others In
the Spring Bed
embracing a little more
of their nnblMHk and |»*t happily overcoming all
their detects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to britig itself into ptace with great facility. It is adapted To the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and da-

credly

success,

THE WEARY.

Under United States Hotel, Portland.

are very moderate.
chargesconfidential,
and all

uight

OjKcf
Exchange
by securing tickets at this

GENERAL AGENT.

quackery.

DR. L

■is

|h

Street.

money

pOR

Patent

Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
quack doctors and nostrum makers.yet, regardless of the life and health of others, there are those
among them who will even perjure themselves, contiadictiug giv ing mercury to their patients, or that it
is contained iu their Nostrums, so that the "usual
fee” may be obtained for professedly curing, or "the
dollar" or "fraction of it" tnay be obtained for the
Nostrum. It is thus that man) are deceived also.aud
uselessly spend large amounts for experiment* with

1

LITTLE, Aoekt,

dawtf

J-D.

recom-

\f.

D.

administer this tins to those who mar wish to inhale
it for the core of Neuralgia, Diseased Lung,. Ac.
nov2»
dAw Km7

with

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM! [
(

some

Church

the value

of its

trnn.

n.,..,

provided

DR. E. O. OOVLD’S

po**iblc. by corn|>eteiit physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.

discovery, which is most wonderoperations, putting to blush the old systeini
of treatment, which have quite a* oAen doue harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Kev. I*. S
new

i...nn<ili.M

can save

RRST

IGNORANt EOF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the’ignorance of the Quack Doctor.knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, aud
gives it to all his patieuts iu pills, chops. Ac so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, add* to his socalled Extracts, Specific, Antidote. Ac., both relying
upon it* effect* in curing a few in a hundred, it is
trumpeted iu various ways throughout the laud; but
a La* ! nothing is said of the balance; some of whom
die, others grow worse, ami are left to linger and suffer for month* or year*. until relieved or cured, if

impor-

tant to health and comfort than the Eye and

and

tl...ir

W

IT Yon
; office.
Jane 23.

ET“Dr Boynton, haring foil instruction from Dr.
Colton for grnrratmg and ndjmnittrring the ,Vitrrms Oridr. nr Erkilrratimg Com. Is now rends to

Niagara Falls.

31

mendatioiiB of their tuediciucs by the deatt, who can*
not expose or contradict them ; or w ho, besides, to
fl.Hl.nr

and

iJ^Iicketi sold in Portland at lowest Boston rats

Uy

much that is writteu of the qualities and effect* of
different herb* and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Till*. Extract*. Specific*. Ac most of which,
if not all,contain Mercury, because of the aucieut
belief of its curing even thing." but now known
to "kill more than i* cured." and those not killed,
constitutionally injured lor lite.

No. 74 Middle,corner of Fxrhnnee Street.

even common

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificate* and references, and

WEST,

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

This road is broad uuagb and is
New aud Splendid Sleeping Cars.

imposi-

|

NORTH

OR

ERIE
Via

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and less as to their cure
Some exhibit
forged diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed in any part of the world: others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ui kuown;
not only assuming and advertising in names of those
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
tion assume names of other most celebrate*! physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

applied

TICKETS"

BY THB

▲ tFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepiesentations, false
promise* and pieteusious of

all other* is. you do not have to cleanse the hair or
w asli it before or after using the dve. and then* is but
one kind to be used, and that can be put on the same
a# oil and water, without any trouble, unliko All other dve# that have two or three different kinds to be
Tills dye is pcculiaily
every time used.
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyes, it will color long hair, w hich other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this,
rr f or sale only at

less understood

DIX|

refers to Professors and respectable Physicians— many of whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and observation.

pryudly

the

none are

SOUTH

WEST,

IS THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

DR. L.

erysipelas,

RRYDGES, Managing Director.
atidtf
August 1. )H*2.

THROUGH

boldly asserts (and it cannot be contradicted,exsept
by Quacks, who will sav or do any thing, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) tnat he

DYE!

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo. 8t. Patl, La Crosse. 8t. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the

To

any person hesitate applying at his office.
DR. DIX

Surgeon.

Dr. Boynton's operation, and enrra on thew drll
cate organ, have been moat ,aceea,lal. and many ef
them of a remarkable character. Dr. B having teat,
ed the advantages of
Electricity for the part fifteen
year,, upon tboueand, of patient, in Philadelphia
and other cltlea of the Pnltrd State, i. prepared to
trvmi all dtwnoea of whatever aatnre with unriraUrd
•were,,.
The following are among the cJieearc. which
Dr. B ha, been eminently raceeeafnl In treating:
Catarrh, consumptfoa, chronic catarrh, diaenaea of
the throat, nlceration, artbma. broachiti,. discus* of
the laoga la all their forma, gravel in all ita forms,
di,earns of urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence ef
the urine, drnpey. blindness. amaurosis, eataract,
acrofnlou,.Ophthalmia, nicer, of long standing. mercurial acres, tumors, scrofula in all its form,, cancer,
diseases of the skin, canker, ptlrs, hemorrhoids, liver complaint, dyspepein. dleeaaee of the
kidnev,. stone. Ac., all spinnl disease- carvatares,
hip diseases, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism in all ita
forms, deafness, muscular, contraction, white •welling,. all aterlne weaknesses, leaeorrhrea. finor albas,
whites, fits. To the above might be added a long Uat
of diseases which Dr. B. baa treated with equal raeeess
All FEMALE COMPLAINTS treated with
•access. care and strict attention.
D. B. has many testimonials of important recoveries under hi, treatment, which can be seen by calling
on him at his rooms.

C. J.
Montreal.

and

orrics

□

summer.

MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Endicott afreet, Boston,
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
otlier
Recollect, the only entrance to his Office is
No. 21, having no connection with his residence,confrequently no family interruption, so that on no ac-

JnlldawtfS

ITo. 309 Congress Street, Portland, He.
Where he will treat all classe* of Dieeaeee
by application of Electricity and the moet
approved remedies.

they

youth,

SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

one of their
in constant attend-

DR. H. J. BOYWTOV.

FROM

1)R. L. DIX’S

TODD'S LIT SOLIS

seem to

November 1st. 1*8. to Mir lit 1868. the
rate* of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No tire wood will be conveyed bet ween October 1st,
18*2. and May l.-t. 1803.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take Are wo<m! from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
wilfdo so at their own
they must understand that
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice Will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried neat

PRIVATE

they

Ear. and yet

exposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant medicines.
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

can

lady of experience

micnci amd

chants.

count

A

Electropathic Physician

occupation

BOTH

B—LADIES desiring may eonsalt

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.

Phillips

hVF" TV" Dl X if failing to cure in less time than
any other physician, more effectually and permaw ith less res'mint from
or fear of

ness; Constitutional and other Weak nesses in
and the more advanced at all wges. of

praise

N

own sex.
ance.

Notice to Wood and Limber Mer-

Their effects and consequences;

"practice,

safety

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

SPECIAL All.M KNTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Aflectio s; Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin : Ulcers of the Nose. I hrnat and Body ; Pimples on the Face; Swelling* of the Joints; Nervous-

Ail in its

—

homesteads

OF IMrTATroXS
None nunIne and warrant! d. UntUN pKlht—4 MPACtfV <f Dr.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special Ihseases,
No. 2R l’nion street. Providence. R. I.
nr-T his Specialty embrace* all disease# of a prirate nature, both ol MEN and WOMEN, by a regularlv educated physician of twenty years'
giving them bis whole attention.
onsultatiou* b> letter or otherwise are strictly conftlential,nud medicine* will be sent by express,
secure from olescrrat ion, to all
parts of the l niteit
State* AJ#«» accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing lot a secure and quiet retreat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
C AUTION.—It ha* been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quack* annually, In New England alone, without any
beneft to those who pay it. All this come# from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and w hose only
recommendation is their own false aud extravagant
of themselres. If, therefore,
assertions. in
you would avoid Iwing humbugged, take no man s
word, no matter what his pretensions are, hut
MAKE INQUIRY:—it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets: lor, as advertising physicians. in nine ca-esou. of ten. are bogus, there is
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless you know
who and what
are.
ir Db. M. will send rflet. by enclosing one
a* above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOstamp
MEN. anti on Private /Hsegges generally, giving full
information, with the most undoubted rejtrence* and
testimonials, without w hich no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AST COXFI HEX t E W HA TE VER.
rr-« trders by mail promptly attended to. Write
youraddressplainly, and direct to DK MATTISON,
as above.
dec6 dawlv 80

are more

especial

d»*c22dly

nently,

Infirmary.
tmeTadies.

DR.

Passenger** lor this route will take the ears at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland l>epots, in Portland
S W. EATON. Snp’t.
Farmington May 5, 1862
jun«>23dtf

Supply-

Dram and

HUGIIEM particularly Invites all Ladles who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will flud arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. tf.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicine* are nn rivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
eertataof producing relief in a short time.
LADIEaS will rind it invaluable in all case* of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect
at ail times.
Seut to any part of the country with full directions,
DR HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, comer of Middle. Portland.

BTAOB COWNECTIOira.

dber/Wk WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L.

Zfr/lkll'AKf:

'V’O Organs of the human system

by H. 11. HAY,Druggist.

ing Ageut.

them for life and health.

..

ready reply

Sold in Portland

refunded.

EYE Sc EAR

to

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay lor East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves F armington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kiugfiela, on Wednesdays and Saturdays. returning on .Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
and

a

Eclectic Medical

On and after Monday. May 6. 1862,
rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at llVM
I^*ave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath aad Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A 31.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

*•

LARD OIL,

nraallr kept In

CV* State Airent Ibr DAVIS h KIDD'S MAG5ETO-F.LF.CTRIC MACHINKS
e<*A«toetl

OBHB

j

ty"HE*1/EMREIt—This medirine is designed expressty for obstinate rases, which all other remedies
qf the kind hare failed to mre; also that it is warranted as represented in ecery respect, or the price

POOR

And mil oth.r articles
Paint establishment.

BUMMER A RIt A NO EM ENT.

WE REFER TO
few well known irontleinen and nhvsicians who
have tried the Wine
(ien. Winfield Scott.USA: I Dr Wilson. 11th »t., NY.
Gov. Morgan. N Y State. I Dr Ward. Newark. N.J.
Dr.J.R Chilton,N.Y.City, Dr Dougherty, Newark,
N.J.
Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.
Drs.Darcy at Nit boll.Sew- | Dr Marcy, New York,
ark. N J
j Dr. I’aist. Philadelphia.
tfr-Non** genuine without the signature of ALFRED SPEER. Passaic, N. J.,” is over the cork of
each bottle.
Zr MAKE OSE TRIAL OF Till A WISE.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
A. SPEFK, Proprietor.
Vineyard—Passaic, New Jersey.
Office—208 Broad wav. Now York.
JOHN LA FOY. Paris.
Ageut for France and Germany.

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL,

a

s^dilfi

satisfied

AND

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

imparting

JrL
ft]

HAIR

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OHS,

Steep

complexion.

a

lected.

sale, in every variety,

liar. Coni and Railroad Scale*!

odir..none

adopt

Remedy

gle

correct in

Sacks Salt
none,
With a complete variety of
none.
tir’d Butter Salt. 22 (ft
Fig*, common.
New Elcme.lRoa? 2!
Sfarrh.
WEIGHING APPARATI R,
Lemon*, p box. *2 a 2 !>uty 20 Pc ad rat.
by
< Iran get—Havana.
2 6 > Pearl.6%% 74
Raisin*.
Potato.3}<a 4
FAIRBANKS
&
Blue pca*k.151a 16
Shot p 100 lbs *9* a 10
a 1
Black
l>rop
flOfft
119 Milk Street. ...corner of Battery march Street,
a
box
3
3 75
87 .Buck.
Bunch p
11
No up.
Laver.3 8ta 4 0
Poston.
Date*.7 « 9 Duty 35 Pc ail ral.
Prune*.8$ a 10 | Leathe fc (.ore's, TrowSold in Portland by EMERY A WATERHOUSE.
Floar—Portland in*r
bridge A Smith’s Exoc25
Supertiue.#6 12afi 3 r tra No. 1 p lb... 91ft 9}
a 6 6 i
a
37
do.K
Family
Fancy.6
6 76a7 1 l No. 1.7 (ft 8 I
Extra.
Owe
to what do you
Family.7 12 a 7 2 Eagle No. 1.6 a. 6} !
Extra Sujierior 7 25a8 fi ^ "Ktar.54#
i
such an extravagant
of
sir?” askWestern extra* 7 ««oa7 2 '»( astile.12* a 16
NEW ED riON OF
ed Paterfamilias of bis first-born.
7 25"
'.iCrane’s.9 ft9i j
family
“Owing to my tailor, iny hatter, and my
sujieriorT 37&8 .1
Spice*.
Ohio extra_7 <noT 2 r> Duty: (linger Hoot 5c,
boot-maker, old man,” was the
of
famil.y..8 00a.8 5 • Ground
the Dutiful
Fair.
Canada *nper No 1 none.
per and Pimento lie, !
9tLoui*Fav Brand*.8 a. t* Clones 15c, Cassia loc,
HALL. L. DAVIS,
Houthern III do do.71 a>
Cassia Buds 20c. Ciuna- j
mon 25c. Mace and XutFOR $20.
53
Petapsco Family. 10 j a I
Street
Rve Flour.it a A *
megs 30c p lb.
dti
NOt.27.lR62.
Corn Meal .4) a 4 ♦ Cassia p lb.45 a 47c
^OSSOL'KI LAND COMPANY have purBuckw't Kl’r p lb 2ca 2 \ Cloves.33 ia-36
chaded from the lUuuiha! & St.
Joseph Railroad
brain.
(•inger, (Race)-80
tract of land in Northern
Company a
Missouri,
Duty Corn and Oat* lOt (iinger, (Africa) 90 (631
adjoining the flouriihiiig town of Hamilton, Caldwell
/
an
and
Msec..80 a90
16c,
Jlye
Harley
County, for fanning and manufacturing purposes,
IT/ica/ 20c p hu. Froy n Nutmegs.90 ®92
and have divided their property into lot* and farms.
16,000 Acres of iAmd—supposed to conHr.
Province*free.
Pepper,. 25 :626
I
They are offered to subscribers in shares of *2f)
tain, on au av erage.about five thousand of stum0
Maps, with full information, cau be had by calling on | Bye.....95@1 ( Pimento.22 (624
to
an
of spruce, hemlock and pipe, besides
acre,
page
Seed*.
! Oat*.56 tih
much hard wood, and a go d growth of young,thrifEDWARD SHAW, Agent,
I South Yel. Corn. .88 «8l Duty Linseed 16c P 6m.,
tv juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, oi alwuit
Corn, Mixed.85 A8‘
Canary Si p 6a., Mus102 Middle Street, Portland.
1000 icies, w ith a good water power at its outlet.—
I This
Barley.85 ® ? 0 tard 3c P lb.
dtf
■ne
pond flows, by the present dam, about 1000 acres
Short** p ton.
£22 af22 : Herds (irass.12}
of meadow, which can be put into grass, to great adAt a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
Fine Feed
Western Clover}
11
.26
vantage,
by withdrawing the
for the County of Cumberland, ou the first TuesRed Top.93 ’« 3j
brind,tonr«.
The Mill is but a short distance from tide water,
day of January, in the year of our Lord eighteen
Linseed.3 (ft
huty: Hough—free.
where the Lumber is loaded.
hundred and nixtv-three,
Rough, p ton. .fl7/®2<
4
This pro|»crty by mortgage fell into the bands o(
S ni{nr.
W.QDWBY, Administrator of the estate ! Dre**ed
ow ners, who reside at a distance, and the
the
of Benjamin t^uinbv, late of Westbrook in said
Duty: Welado2e,not)nbore
bunpowdi'r.
land will be sold at au immense bargaiu to anv one
abort
Xo.
12
Countv, Esq.. deceased, having presented his third
Duly Valued at le*» tha n
12
Xo.
2}c,
who
has
the
faculty and inclination to manage U.
20c p tb 6c. over 2<V # c
account of administration of said estate for probate:
andnntobovelb Sc.abore
For tbrther information apply to Col. J. L. Law//teas Ordered, Thatthe said Administrator give nop tb and 20 pc ad ral
Xo. 15 and not abore 20
rence, or to
LEVI BARTLETT A CO.,
tice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
Bla*ting.S4Va< ;
3}c. abore Xo. 20 and redecl6 dlawfiw
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston
Rifle and Sportiug 6Jvft j
nned 4c p lb.
published three weeks successively in the Maine State
Pori land A.91 ®
Press, printed at Portland, that thev may appear at
liny.
Pre***’d p net T.£14 (®1
do.
a Probate Court to be held at said Port and. on the
Vermont Butter.
A A
do.
first Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
Loo«e.16 /al
Yellow
none.
Extra Yellow
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
O p* TUBS Prime, for sale bv
IIidea and Skins.
none.
J.F. WKKK8 k CO.
CO
Muscovado
why the same should not be allowed.
Duty 10 pc ad ral
loisii
do
WILLIAM G BARROWS. Judge.
in bond KI n9
Slaughter Hides.. 8F®7 <e
A true copy, attest,
CalfSkins.11^1 1 Havana Brown.. ir»J3 12
THROUGH TICKETS
do.
White
EUGENE HUMPHREY Register.
3Qw3w*
Calcutta Cow.121 ft 18}
Slaughtered .1 80(2021 K> New Orleans.10* a 131
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTI
Green Salt .1 flora 1 ’6 Crushed
14 fail!
LOST!
MORE and WASHINGTON, and to all parts o
Dry. 120 a 1 10 (iranulated.14 a 14}
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. al
Saturday evening, between South and India
Gr’n.96 a 8 14 Powdered.14 #144
Sheep
Pelt*,
the
most
streets, on Free or Middle, a Port-monnaie conpopular routes and at the barest Bos tv*
Sheep Pelt*, Dry\75@l )0 Tallaw.
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
rates, for sale by
taining a sum of monev. The finder will be well
: Tallow 1 pc, Soap
[Duty
Oat.
Office 31 Exchange St.
2.
dtf
rewarded by leaving it at this office.
Jan 12—lw#

Deak!—“Owing
style

MdkwtalB

APOTHECARIES• GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, *c.

Falls, Baldwin. Hiram. Limington, Brownfield,
Frveburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,
Ac., Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bbnny-Eagle,
South Limingtou, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ofcaipee, Newticld. Parson sfi'eld. Effingham,! reedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.
nov 13
DAN CaRPENTER. Sup’t.

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the Juice of the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommenced by chemists and
physicians -j possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines iu use, and an excellent article for
all weak and debiiita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefitting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,
Because it will uot intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rick, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the
properties,
digestive
organs, and a blooming, suit and healthy skin and

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of tlie kind, aud proving
effectual after all other* have failco,
is designed for both married and sinladies, and is the very best tiling
known for the purpose, as it will
bring on the mnnfA/g sickness in cases
of obstruction#, from any cause*, aud
after all other remedies of the kind
have been tried in vain,
OVER 2000 BOITLES have now
L. l**en sold without a
single failure.
Eft when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any rase.
’It i* put up in bottles ol three
I
rent strengths, with full direc*■
tions for using, aud sent by express,
close! sealed, to all part# of the country.
PRICES— Full strength. 810; half strength, 85;
quarter strength, 83 j»er bottle.

trill be

■HUB. ntntl All AllRICAN riRFUIKT,

Saccarappa

It imparts a healthy action of the (Hands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy,Gout
and Rheumatic Affections.

DR. MATTISON'8 INDIAN EMMENAGOGl’E.

j

#10 j

••

by

TONIC

It as no equal, causing an appetite and building up
the system, being entirely a pure wiue of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,

FOR FEMALES.

SCALES.

2.7}«

physicians,

Hospitals,’and

AS A

[Copyright secured.]

Standard.

Him

Citv Smok’d Hams.
Produce.
Beef p <iu’r p lb 5 ® 7}
Eggs, p do* -18
Potatoes, pbbl.f 1
1 75 I
Chickens.8 (ft 10
These celebrated Seales are still made by the origLamb.5 # 8 j inal inventors, (and only by them,) and
ate conTurkics.10 (ft 12
receiving all the improvements which their
stantly
(»ecse.9
and skill can

for its medicinal and

European

HOUSE,
market has been flooded for rears with differ
ent article* called Hftlr lives, which Imr
r
Proprietor. ■■
THE

Litharge.loa

as a

WINE,

beneficial
g<*utle Stimulant, Tonic. Diuretic, and

Europe

Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent
and American
used in
some of the first families in Europe and America.

OFFICE,

The Great Indian

Kutlroad.

On and after Monday, November 10,
wW£E9strams will leave as follows, until further
orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.15 A. M. and
3-30 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M.. and
2.00 and 6.15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. 31. train out, and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger
cars attached.
dailv for South WindStages connect at
Windham
and
Great
Centre
Falls.
ham,
At Gorham, for West Gorham. Standish,

STEER’S WINE

d«c 10

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
genuine medicines,
AND FANCY GOODS.

Mail Line.

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HI BERN I AN, NORTH
AMERICAN, NOR WE(. IA N. .11 R A,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from tjuebec every Saturfor
day morning,
Liverpool, via liondondem.
Passengers leave Portland per Orand Trunk Trains
with United State* mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at
every Saturday

Vork A Cumberland

-DKALKB

□BBBC

Sold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL SALES

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

dtf

Weekly

Kendall1!

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Whcaseet, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Thotnaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of traiu from Portland.
B II. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov. 15. 1862.
novl8

^eAvwvowvy
CiOttttWvwg
BUCKBEE.

™

/>•»/« Turpentine, Rosin,
Pitch, TarVHpcadral.,
S. Turjtentiue 15c Vgat.

#19
60#

Angnsta f**r Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10
U., connecting at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
Railroad tor l^wiaton, Livermore
Falls, Wilton and
F armmgton.
Lcmre 1’oHlaiul for 11.th and Anruida at 1.00 P
M.,
connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Bruns*
wick for Lewiston, Livermore 1
Wilton and Farmiiiittou ; and at Augusta win, the Somerset A Kennebcc Railroad for Nassalboro’, Waterville Kendall's Mills and
and at
Mills
With the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad for Burn,
ham, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all tin- stations on tbe
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.

Kkowbjgan;

OCE41 STEAtlKHIP CO’S

Cut l c, Wrought2c,
Assorted 3c
lb
Caak. 4 50(5:4 75
Naval Starr*.

do. No. 1.25 a 30
Mackerel p bbl.,
Bay No. 1.SlOPall
8
Bay No.
6* « 6
Bay No. 3
.1»»1 tv 11
Shore No. 1
2
71
«
do. (medium)..
4;
do. (*mall).3a. 3i
Frail.
Duty : Lemon*, Orange*
Manana* and Plantaim
20 pc ad ral., Almondt
4c. and Shelled do. 6c p
tb. \ut* and hate* 2<
p lb, C'nrrant*, Fig*
Plum*. Prime* and ttai
tin* 6c |> tb. Citron 9
|>c atI ral.
Almond*—.Iordan p tb,
son shell.20
Shelled
25 a3n
Currant*.15 a If
Citron .42 a-46
l'ea Nut* .02i a2*

On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
18*S, passenger trains will leave as fol-

Invalids

n

M O N T It K A Li

Duty:

Ground

USE.

Persons and

y7

H A

H.

alia,

STEAMBOATS.

Cortland Syrup, hhde..26
do.
bbls. 27
\ail*.

Duty

Weakly

H.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

^

**

_MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

\

claved
80 a 31
do.
do. tart
27a28
do Muncovado 32 a.33
New Orlean*.

R^l

PHY0IC1AVS'

POR

For Females,

'*

sweet

WINE.

Of Choice Oporto Grape,

Duty

**

Here is the

SAtlBHI

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

Vnrniah*

Souchong.60 (ft.66

RAILROADS.
_

ottou Sail.S3 'S.8GC
Flax
.40 ($

Hyson.76c{5 £1
v 1
| Young Hyson....76
Oolong .67 «s<»

,,

...

9cI
6

